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Commission to issue
new visitor's guide
By MARK COOPER
Murray lacigar & Times Stafl W• Ira.

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
LONDON -- It was the
IRA's prime target and a bold
moment: a mortar attack in
broad daylight on the prime
minister's$10' Downing St. residence during a top-level security
alert for Iraqi-inspired terrorists.
Prime Minister John Major was
meeting with his Gulf War
Cabinet Thursday when the
mortar, fired from an abandoned
van, exploded in the back garden of his home.

WASHINGTON -- U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning, R-4th District, has been named to' the
House Ethics Committee, a
panel that investigates unethical
conduct by members of Congress. House Minority Leader
Rep. Bob Michel, R-111.,
announced the appointment
Wednesday.

SPORTS
ST. LOUIS -- San Francisco
49ers wide receiver Jerry Rice
has been named NFL player of
the year by The Sporting News.

Murray Tourism Commission members Linda Horner, left, and Oneida Boyd review corrections made on
the 1991 guide before its final printing later this month. The new guide will he distributed to information
centers and businesses by March 15. The guide includes information on area attractions as well as businesses and services.

Want to know where the
recreational vehicle park is Or
how close is the closest pro golf
shop? It's all in the new Murray
Tourism Commission's Visitor's
Guide set to hit the stands next
month.
The 15-page directory, an annual
publication of the commission. •
offers first-hand knowledge of the
area's many attractiOns. businesses
and services and is usually the first
thing to welcome visitors t'o western Kentucky. according to Commission Executive Director Anne
Adams.
"When anyone requests information about the Murray area, this is
what they receive," Adams said.
-It's purpose is to inform vacation
ers or visitors what there is to
and do and to encourage then ,
support local
1 he publii.ation is due out by

!starch 15, Adams said, and
most of ay! infl)rn..
'aced
ter atid many of the husince
. Liund the region.
Final winting of the
,nould be completed soon. Ada7-i.,
,aid, who said the guide v,H he
open ' • j
brne for
•"
season.
guideinde
lnf(tr
opportunii:es. re.r
leisure . opportu
ment, lodging. hea.'J,;r1,e.:
ties.church,.:s restaura7
awaht(iicrnh otinivce Linjuesirriceasise„s. udn.L.Li
and financial/security.
..New to the guide This
additiona: information cont.err,
Pu•
the Callovvay
Library as wet', as the ne4.
tarium at Land Be.t.,.
sad.
Other updahrT
,nt'd on page 2)

Scud launchers said hit; Marines shell position
ish Royal Navy helicopter ble4 „
an Iraqi patrol boat with a Sea
Skua missile, a pool report said.
Iraq's naval fleet is all but out of
commission, with most of its Vessels either sunk or destroyed.
In the skyborne assault, French
Jaguar fighter-bombels used laserguided missiles to hammer an Iraqi
artillery position in Kuwait and and
fortified positions in southern Iraq,
the French defense ministry said
today. Two Marine A-6E Intruder

By JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
U.S. warplanes knocked out an
Iraqi mobile missile launcher and
scored possible hits on three others
overnight, the military said, and
U.S Marines mounted their first
ground action since Monday, firing
artillery shells across the border
into Kuwait.
Off the coast of Kuwait, a Brit-

,:ack planes borq,ted sustt,ecktd
arti,lery sites in, southern Ku a.
overnight a pool report said.
II the "vtartne artillery attac
gunners tired more than lton rounds
at a suspected Iraqi artillery battery
in Kuwait. a pool dispatch said
Iraqi troops did not return fire a
no LS. casualties were reported.
according to a pooi dispatch.
It was the first ground action
near the northern Saudi border
since Monday, when Marines

c‘chahged
non and artillery fire
troops in southerfT Kuvvatt
ghe latest allied actions on land,
sea and sky came as" strategists
debated when and how to wage a
ground war against Iraq.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney.
en route to the gulf for his first
wartime visit to the region, for the
first time publicly raised the prospect of a limited ground campaign,
rather than an all-out assault.

Y,ta add the amp:..
'tient or the ground fore
fashion that forces
Of his prepared pos...,•.•
moving out of those posit.ort.s
makes him vulnerable once again
to the air force,— Cheney totd
reporters traveling with him.
Since the wars early days. I7
has used truck-mounted laun: „.
to lob rockets at Israel and S.:.
(Cont'd on page 2)

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Consumer credit fell at an annual rate of
2:3 percent in December, the
_ste.epest decline in nearly four
years, the Federal Reserve said.

FORECAST
Clear and cold tonight. Low
of 30 to 35 and light wind.
Mostly sunny and mild Saturday. High 55 to 60.
The extended forecast calls
for gradually cooler conditions
Sunday through Tuesday.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.1, +0.1 below 310.9, +2.0
Barkley Lake
355.2, 0.0 below 318.6, +3.8

INDEX
One Section --- 14 Pages
12, 13
Classifieds
12
Comics
12
Crosswords
.6
Dear Abby
7
Horoscope
6, 8
Murray Today
14
Obituaries
4
Perspective
10, 11
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

•

Bridge work

Compromise reached
on tough new DUI bill
provision for obtaining a "hardship
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) ---- A
license" from the cabinet for drivcompromise has been reached on
ing back and forth to work, school
drunken-driving legislation to
and medical treatment. The harddelete automatic suspension of
ship license would be good for the
driving privileges for failing a
last 60 days of the suspension.
blood alcohol test, lawmakers said.
If a -driver age 18 to 21 is
Disagreement over that proviarrested
for driving under the influsion, called "administrative per
ence, a judge will suspend a license
se,- forced the bill to be shelved in
at the arraignment for the charge.
the House on Tuesday.
The bill does not change the curThe compromise deals primarily
rent law that requires revocation of
with first offenses. It would retain
a provision for suspension of driv- • driving privileges for people age 16
and 17 who arc convicted of DUI.
ers licenses, but a judge would
That revocation lasts until the age
make the decision only after someof 18.
one has been convicted of driving
The measure will also toughen
under the influence.
enforcement by barring prosecutors
Under the original proposal, a
from amending DUI charges to
Transportation Cabinet administralesser offenses if the individual
tive hearing officer would have
registers a 0.10 percent on a blood
automatically suspended the
alcohol test. That ban on reducing
licenses.
charges now applies to people who
Rep. Richard Lewis, D-Bcnton,
register 0.15 percent or higher.
the primary sponsor of the bill,
There will be another change in
worked out the compromise during
negotiations on Wednesday and
current law on suspension of
Thursday.
licenses for refusing to submit to a
The suspensions will be for 90
days. But the measure includes a (Cont'd on page 2)

Workers continue to clear earth and concrete abutments from a bridge over Sixth Street Thursday. The
street will be closed six to eight weeks depending upon the weather for the work, which is being financed
through an 80-20 matching grant from the state, according to city officials. The bridge was first built in
NialT photo by Mark I0.1nr
the 1930s and was in need of replacement, officials said.

Martin gets unanimous nod as labor secretary
sworn in within the next few days
and start her day-to-day duties at
the Labor Department next week.
said an aide.
Martin's quick confirmation, following a few brief moments of
praise — not debate — on the
Senate floor, again puts a woman
in the Cabinet. Martin fills a post
vacated by Elizabeth Dole, who
resigned to'head the American Red

By KAREN BALL
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON — The Senate,
by a vote of 94-0, on Thursday
confirmed Lynn Martin as secretary of labor, filling one of the four
vacancies cleated by the midterm
shuffle in President Bush's
Cabinet.
Martin, 51, will probably be

Cross.
A former five-term Republican
congresswoman from Illinois, Martin was saluted as a street-smart
politician who knew the ways of
Congress and could hold her own
at the White House. Critics of Mrs.
Dole suggested she was frozen out
by White House policymakers.
At Martin's confirmation hearing
laSt week, Democrats noted that
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she opposed Bush on minimum
wage and parental leave vetoes.
"She was willing to support the
president when she believed he was
correct, but she was also prepared
to demonstrate an independent
judgment on some important
issues," Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., said of Martin. Kennedy
is chairman of the Senate Labor
and Human Resources Committee,

which send the nomination to the
floor on Wednesday.
The AFL-C10, meanwhile, was
chilly toward her nomination, saying she voted against workers more
than two-thirds of the time while in
Congress.
But Sen. Paul Simon, D-III., who
crushed Martin at the polls last
(Cont'd on page 2)
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MSU financial aid applications available
;4 •-",••• '

* •

Applications tor student financial
aid at Murray State University for the
summer sessions of 1991 are now.
available and are to be filed no later
than March I.
Johnny McDougal, director of student financial aid on the campus,
urged students to submit the necessary forms by the March 1 priority
filing date. He said they can pick up
applications in the Student Financial
Aid Office in Sparks Hall on the
,:ampas.
Students must complete an appli.aiion separate from the one they filed

•

tor the regular school year,"
McDougal said. "Even students currently receiving grants or loans or
who are working under the student
employment programs need to complete a separate summer-term application."
Two summer terms of five weeks
each are scheduled on the campus
June 3-July 3 and July 8-Aug. 9.
A vanety of financial aid programs
will be available for the summer,
according to McDougal. Programs of
financial assistance includes
-- Stafford Loans -- Eligible stu-

Foley foresees no major
tax legislation this session
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated 1,,ess *Plus.
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said he thought it mrght be useful
to look at a so-called business
transfer tax, which would be levied
on goods at the production level It
would be different from a
European-style- value-adda tax_ or
a national sales tax, he said, in that
it would not apply at the retail
evel
"I'll give you a flat prediction."
It may be wrong, but
he said
you re not going to see any corporate tax increases or personal
Income tax increases in this
Congress'
Foley said he believed "Americans are willing to acquiesce in
paying a greater share of taxes if
they think the taxes arc being well
spent and they're being directed to
problems that are real problems
That, however, was difficult to
achieve, he said

dent.s ho have not already borrowed
the maximum amount for the 1990-91
academic year ($2,625 for freshmen
and sophomores. $4,000 for juniors
and seniors and $7,500 for graduate
students) may apply for Stafford
Loans, which are repayable after
leaving school.
-- Perkins Loans -- Available only
to eligible seniors who have completed eight semesters of school and
who will graduate after completing
the 1991 summer term. The loans are
repayable after the borrower leaves
school.
-- Pell Grants -- Non-repayable
federal grants available to eligible
students who have not received the
CqUi%31Cnt of two semesters of payments in the 1990-91 school year
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants -- Non-repayable
federal grants available to students
who have the lowest expected family
contribution and who are also Pell
Grant recipients for 1940-91.
--Federal Work-Study Employ
rnent -- On campus employment opportunities to students who demonstrate financial need. Students must be
enrolled for at least three credit hours
and remain enrolled to be employed.
They work up to 12 hours a week,
depending upon eligiblity, and will be
paid $4.25 an hour.
-- University Student Employment
-- On-campus employment opportunities, with a rate of pay of $4.25 an
hour.
McDougal said anyone who needs
additional information or a summer
application for student financial aid
should visit the Student Financial Aid
Office in the basement of Sparks Hall*
at Murray State

Wilkinson:
AVLIS plans
won't affect
road work
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said the
Bush administration's decision to
delay or cancel the AVLIS project
will not affect the widening of U.S.
60 west of Paducah.
The General Assembly allocated
about $30 million last year to widen U.S. 60 to four lanes from the
western edge of Paducah to the
uranium enrichment plant. The
plant was competing with plants in
Tennessee and Ohio to use the
technology known as Atomic yap
or Laser Isotope Separation, or
AVLIS.
Wilkinson said in an interview
that he plans to contact the White
House to find out whether the
AVLIS project may be reactivated
soon. It was not included in the
president's fiscal year 1992
budgtet.
The highway project was meant
as an incentive to the U.S. Department of Energy to build the plant
in Paducah rather than in competing cities, primarily Oak Ridge,
Tenn., or Portsmouth, Ohio. The
plant would cost $1.5 billion and
employ about 1.500 people.
Design work is under way for
the highway project and a construction contract is expected to
awarded later this year.
The Department of Energy owns
the uranium enrichment plant in
western McCracken County. The
plant is operated under contract by
Martin Marietta Energy Systems

Inc

Range of Iraq's missiles
•,tes have largely been destroyed by
Although iraq s rn, .
allied forces mobile launchers are still active A look at the
Soviet designed Scud B and how Iraq modified it
Range: 186 miles (unable to
,eaLn Saudi Arabian cities of
Riyadh or Dhahran from
Kuwait)

Range: 375 miles (can hit
Riyadh or Dhahran from

Al-Hussein and Scud B Can
carry chemical or nuclear
warhead, if chemical,
probably mitSlard
gas
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W Hardboard Siding
112 Car (12x20)
$2,480
2 Car (1840)
$3,180
Large 2 Car (22x22) $3,480
21.2 Car (24x24)
$3,780
Large 21/2 Car (24130) $4,180
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save
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LEVEL

LOT -FREE

ESTIMATES

WVInyl Siding &
Overhang Covered
1 : Car (12120)
$2,880
2 Car (18x20)
$3,580
Large 2 Car (22122) $3,980
$4,080
21 2 Car (24x24)
Large 21 2 Car (24x30) $4,880

GIVE US A CALL TO SET UP A TIME TO SEE OUR DISPLAY
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Scud launchers...

Martin...

Bapdad
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TRI-STATE GARAGE BUILDERS
1-800-767-5893

Kuwaiti

Warhead: About 250 pounds
Chemical potential: Both

Warhead: About 2,200
pounds explosive power
equal to one stealth bomber
Length: 37 feet
Diameter: 34 inch&
Weight '4.000 pounds

f
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Iraqi Al-Hussein
Modified Scud-B

Soviet Scud-8

1

US

Saddam is not part of the Bush
administration's picture of postwar

Iraq.

'There is no suggestion on our
(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
that the rebuilding of Iraq
part
Arabia, and allied warplanes have
November when she challenged for
could proceed, if the current 1,:adworked to hunt them down.
his Senate scat, said "I know there
U.S. military officials in Saudi ership of Iraq remained in power.
are those who have some questions. Arabia. speaking on condition of to the same extent and degree that
The reality is, we do not have a anonymity, today reported some it could otherwise,- Baker told the
Democratic president of the United successes. They said one mobile.Senate Foreign Relations CommitStates ... I think the members will missile launcher in southern Iraq,
=Tin Thursday.
'
find Lynn Martin is open, she is aimed toward Saudi Arabia, was
Cheney said before leaving for
willing to work with us, she under- destroyed. Three others, in western
the gulf that "the war can end
stands Congress."
Iraq, aimed at Israel, were damaged .tomorrow, if Saddam Hussein wilt
get out of Kuwait."
The Senate must still act on the or destroyed, they said.
But Saddam has shown no sign
Lamar
Gov.
nominations of former
The raid in western Iraq'came
Alexander of Tennessee as educa- minutes after the Iraqis shot a mod- he will capitulate, and the allies are
preparing for the worst. French
tion secretary, Rep. Edward R. ified Scud missile at the Saudi capFrancois Mitterrand prePresident
secMadigan, R -III., as agriculture
ital of Riyadh Carly today. A Patretary; and former Gov. Bob Mar- riot missile interceptor blew it dicted the allies will mount -a land
tinez of Florida as drug policy apart, and no injuries were offensive within a few weeks.
"The ground battle promises to
adviser.
reported.
take place in coming days. in any
U.S.
also
that,
officials
disclosed
Martin has pledged to focus on
case sometime this month," he told
skills training and to continue a contrary to previous assertions by
nrchtelevision reporters on
French
T
Labor Department initiative to help top officials. Iraqi still has some of
its
addiin
fixed
sites
launch
Scud
more women and minorities into
The British commander in the
tion to the mobile launchers. But
upper management ranks.
Lt. Gen. Peter de la Billiere,
gulf,
they said as far as they knew, none
said, he believes the land war is
Because ,of the Senate's quick of the fixed launchers has fired a
"inevitable."
vote, she will have a chance to missile since the fighting began.
immediately try to mend fences
In the abandoned Saudi seaside
with organized labor -- her confir- town of Khafji, which Iraqi troops
mation guarantees her an invitation briefly held last week, Saudi solto the AFL-CIO's annual meeting diers were still hunting down a few
Florida later this month. She Iraqi stragglers, the Qatar news
would not have been invited if the agency said today. Citing military
The Calloway County Fiscal
nomination were still pending.
sources, it said the Saudis had capCourt will meet in regular session
tured 28 Iraqi holdouts and had one
on Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 3 p.m. in
building under siege,
the office of Judge-Executive
Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal
George Weaks in the Calloway
said Thursday the focus of the
County Courthouse.
The meeting is general in nature
allied air war was on "isolating the
Kentucky 782 in Marshall Coun- battlefield" by severing Iraqi lines
and open to the public.
ty will be closed about six weeks of communication and hitting suppbeginning Moroday for bridge con- ly centers, roads and bridges. But
struction, accorThng to a published some reports say such attacks are
report.
killing more and more civilians.
Motorists are advised to use
The Independent, a London (Cont'd from page 1)
Kentucky 1712 or U.S. 68 as alter- newspaper, today quoted an Iraqi
hours and season dates for the
nate routes.
National Boy Stout Museum which
nearly
saying
as
director
hospital
Sandy Driver of the district highthan
more
and
died
civilians
were changed last fall, will also be
way department office said a 50
100 were hurt when allied bombers
included, she said.
bridge over a branch of Chestnut
attacked a crowded bridge in the
Creek north of Benton will be
Anyone interested in being a part
replaced, according to the report. Iraqi city of Nasiriyeh, 250 miles of the new guide is urged to call
south of Baghdad. However, the
The S64,550 contract was
the commission at 753-5171 for
French daily Le Figconservative
awarded to Kyler Bridge Co. of
additional information.
aro, which also reported the attack,
Cadi/, the report said.
noted that there was heavy military
activity in the city.
The United States has pledged to
do everything possible to pinpoint
military and strategic targets. (Cont'd from page 1)
about the bombing's toll on
Asked
blood alcohol or breath test. As it
Authorities in Calloway County
is now, that is automatic grounds
have announced total DUI arrests civilians, command spokesman
for license suspension by the
for the month of January. accord- Neal responded: "War is a dirty
business."
cabinet.
report.
published
ing to a
Even as tons of allied bombs
The bill would leave that de,ci- Kentucky State Police reported
sion to the district judge.
only one DUI arrest while city and rained on Iraq, Secretary of State
The measure is now expected to
county authorities reported a total James A. Baker III talked of U.S.
go to a vote in the House on
of 12 arrests. according to the help in eventually rebuilding the
country. But he made it clear that
Tuesday.
report.

Fiscal court sets
Tuesday meeting

Kentucky 782 bridge
to be closed, replaced
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Hunt co-edits major journal
md

Dr. Melvin Henley,(left)chairman of the Department ofChemistry at Murray State University,greets speakers at
a recent symposium on environmental regulations held at MSU.Pictured with Dr. Henley are(from left) Dr. Gary
Boggess,dean of the College of Science; David Booth,CEO of EMPE,Inc.,a Nashville firm of consulting engineers
and environmental scientists; Donald Jones, partner in the Dearborn & Ewing law firm of Nashville; Mark
Carver,attorney at Dearborn & Ewing; Barry Westbrook, project manager for EMPE; Kristen Blunk and Kim
Brown, both from EMPE.

Environmental symposium held
With an increased emphasis on
environmental issues for this decade,
Air Products of Calvert City sponsored a symposium titled "Staying
Ahead of Environmental Regulations
in the 1990s" at Murray State University recently.
The symposium was coordinated
by the College of Science at Murray
State. the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and Natural
Resources Committee, Purchase Area
Development District. R was presented by Dearborn & Ewing, a Nash-

vine, Tenn. law firm with several
specialists in environmental law and
EMPE. Inc., a firm of consulting
engineers and environmental scientists, also of Nashville.
Speakers for the event were David
II. Booth, a professional engineer
who is the chief executive officer of
EMPE, Inc.; John L. Bowers, product
manager of EMPE, Inc.; C. Mark
Carver. attorney from Dearborn &
Ewing; Jon E. Hastings, Donald W.
Jones and M. Clark Spoden, partners
in Dearborn & Ewing; Richard D.

Martin, vice president of EMPE, Inc.
and Barry C. Westbrook, project
manager of EMPE, Inc.
State Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy
Farm,. chairman of the Agriculture
and Natural Resources Committee in
the Kentucky Senate, was the luncheon speaker.
The day-long seminar focused on
many of the most crucial environmental regulatory problems that business.
industry and governmenLs in the Jackson Purchase will face in the next few
years.
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Events Center. More information
about this plan will be available at
the SAA table at the next three
home basketball games or by contacting Charles LeRoy Eldridge,
Wilson Gantt or Chuck Ward,
MSU director of Development.
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Is replacement of the aor tir valve in
evaable" I've been ,iti,fliptI,M..1t It for
five years and question the need for
treatment
DEAR READER Thl aortic viliVI•
is one of the heart s major %Alves
controls the flow of blood I, roost of
the body When the heart beats the
valve opens and blood is ejected into
the aorta when the heart rests be
two-en beats. the valve closes and prevents blood from ha, kwa,hing mto
the heart Therf•bir.•, normallv fury
tioning aort If VaiVI' 1-.11(.41. IT % for a
healthy heart
In some people the ...a!io• tads to
close completek I ailed aortic insuf
ficiency or it lie regurgitation this
condition allow,. a pia lion of blood to
leak- back into the heart —where it
roust ix. re-pumped out into the (Arco
lation This causes a murmur. an es
Ira heart sound Sur •h inef ficient valve
action leads to cardiac overwork be
cause with each beat. the heart is
forced to pump an extra amount of
blood With time this can ii,rodoci
heart erdergemidit cardiac
phyr and eventualii, near't
a•
the heart bccomes inere,o..ing;•,,
able to compensate for the additional

unnecessar .
, St
lake any affliction aortic insulti
ciency can be mild moderate or '`
It ow: result from a heart ..'
tack iw'hich ,weakens the vake,
infection which destroys It or trau
ma r which injure,. it Mild forms do
not need treatment
at least initial
unless and until signs of cardiac
ly
overwork appear Sever.. d or!ic inst.&
ficiency always needs treatment because this mechanical abrormality
can. in a short time lead
irreversible heart failure Treatment of moderate aortic insufficiency depends on
the age and health of the patient and
the doctor s judgment
The only consistently favorat.therapy is valve replar ement Thi •
serious surgery but is literally ;di
saving when performed at the proper
time before the cardiac oyerwori.
causes permanent heart damage
•Theri•fiire I cannot say
you need valve replacement nov.
or will in the future The decision depends on many factors primarily the
severdv ‘)f your disease and the pre',
ence ior absence, of a weakened
heart
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South holds
Everyone. tan appreciate the
beauty of the defense against today's spade game Jean Besse of
Switzerland thought so highly of the
defense made by Thomas Fenwit
tills° of Switzerland) that he has
submit ted it as candidate for the
defense-of -the year award.
West's Fenwick s, heart jack
went to (Moons's ace. and South
played a low club to his Jack and
West's queen West led a second
heart which Soul h rut fed. and South
found the best play. in clubs leading
the king to blot out East's 10 West
won his ace. but what now''
Had West led a third club to put
East in a position to overruff the
dummy South would have ruffed
with dummy's queen Had East
overruffed. that would have been
the last trick for his side If he didn't
overruf f. South would have finessed
in trumps (after leading dummy's
diamond queen for a finesse), limiting his losses to two clubs and a
trump. for the same to tricks
Instead of leading the third club.
Fenwick played a third heart forcing South to ruff again and reducing
him to only two trumps South then
did his best by cashing his trump
ace and leading the jack. but East
had the perfet-t counter He won his
spade king and led his diamond king
(Merrimac coup) to remove prematurely South's entry to his good
clubs South could not draw East's
last trump, and East was destined
to score either a diamond or the
spade 10. sending the game one
down
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Opening lead Heart jack

•K to 3
K Q43
•K 8 6 2

Recipe Contest

•10 6
North
1•
1•

South
1

ANSWER: Three diamonds. Too
much for a simple preference to
two diamonds t Some try to solve
-this problem by bidding two clubs
fourth suit forcing for one round.)
..•nd torolVI .4tii,tion, Div
Pit Box
1).1114- Tex.., 75225 with self adifri",,,ed
..m.,lopo- for replv

Lola James, will celebrate the
anniversary of her 40 years with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital this week. James has experienced many changes within the
institution since she started her
career in the business office at
the hospital in 1951. James is
presently the business manager.
A Service Awards Banquet will
held to honor anniversaries of
employees, April 15.

Almost everyone er,jo,,s d,sc.'2/v.e• g
recipes - especially tfr
sodium and saturatr.: ; •
IM„rray-Calloway
—ior,pitc; •_;Aurray Ledger aria 7irres gives yc,u tr s
pcDPOrturitiv to share your favorite re•-,
win prizes sure to dergrt any chrs,./.
recipes wit oe publ•sred in a specal se,:tiar- of
!he Murray Leager and Times
March, Natro' "r
•
r7e.

CONTEST RULES:
To enter:
1) Type or print your recipe on a 3 X 5 Card
2) In the upper left corner, in large print wr,te toe
category in which you want the recipe entered
3) On the back of the card print or type your ramp,
address. work phone and home phone
There are six categor,es entrees vegetables, salad. bread.
desserts and appetizers.
Each perSon may Submit only one entry per category
The recipes will be evaluated according to nutritional .
cid appearance by a panef of judges which includes, but ,s
Murray-CallowaY County Hospital registered dietitians
Three recipes will be chosen from each category for taste test
• nal ludging with these contestants receiving the attractive 'at:ora
Antion month apron One final winner will be announced fi;•
ategory Winners will select a cookbook as their prize frorr, •,nee
,hosen by the hospital s Nut' tort Center
Deadline for entry is February 18, 1991.

2 A
NORTH
•Q 9 6 2
V A 65
•Q J 73
+93
W EST
EAST
+54
•K 10 3
•J 10 9 8 2
✓K Q43
•9 5 4
•K 8 6 2
•A Q 2
4 10 6
SOUTH
•A .1 87 .
•7
•A 10
4K J 8 7 5 4
Vulnerable Neither
Dealer. South
The bidding.

that deci- Ige.
expected to
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the MSU Foundation - 11SEC. Contributions of any amount will be
accepted. A minimum donation Of
SI per bracelet is suggested for our
young Racer fans.
Special efforts are underway at
this time to familiarize Racer Fans
with the opportunity to have their
name on a permenant engraved
plate on a chairback in the new
center. An idea of President Ron
Kurth, this plan will honor donors
of 55(10 to the Regional Special

('untamed in the volume, accord
mg to Hunt, are historical and
theoretical essays which offer advice
to communication departments about
how they might begin assessment
programs and general principles that
should guide the periodic review of
academic programs in communication •
"We hope this volume wilt help to
establish the assessment agenda for
our field," Hunt said. "Since assessment has been with us for only a few
years, there may be confusion among
communication administrators about
what should be assessed and how it.
should be done. We hope the volume
helps to clarify the situation,"
Included in the volume is an article
titled "Get What You Like: An Assessment Scheme" by
. Mark J.
Malinauskas. director of thea and
director of the Honors Progra al
Murray State. The article is has
mune, assessment plan in the theatre
degree program in the Department of
Speech Communication and Theatre.
Other contributors in the volume
r.ritm ';',;;:h universities as Colorado. Southern Califomia,George Ma son. Kentucky. Central Michigan.
vhca,t Missouri State and Kean of
NeW kr5,12\,.

Faulty valve should be replaced

Donations accepted for troops, events center
Racer- basketball fans will have
the opportunity to support the new
regional special evenLs center and
our troops in the Middle East
thanks to the MSU Student Alumni
Association.
SAA will have a table at the
game Saturday night between the
MSU Racers and EKU Colonels. A
free red, white and blue friendship
bracelet will be given for every
contnbution presented at that time.
Checks should be made payablc to

A special edition of the major
national journal for communication
administrators devoted to outcome
assessment and program review has
been co-edited by Dr. Gary Hunt,
dean of the College of Fine Arts ad
Communication at Murray State University.
The current edition of the Bulletin
published by the Association for
Communicanim
AdmInostration
(A('A) contains 14 articles by scholars from across the country, all
focusing on topics involving how to
assess Me quality of communication
programs in colleges and universities.
Hunt edited the Journal with Dr
Robert M. smith, dean of die School
of Arts and Silences at the University.
of Tennes.,ec at Martin
The ACA s the nation s primary
profes.,iohal organaat., tor admi!,.
strators of communication, speech
communication. journalism, media.
theatre arts, and film prwrams.
As most people in fuglicr educa
[ion know, assessment is a very
important topic in universities right
now Dr SMIth and wanted to bring
together into one volume Our disciplines current thinking on aSsescrnen!
We feel that the product will he
to administrators," Hunt sad

Mail to:

$45 to $60
QUANTUM' PERMS

Nutrition Center
Suite 174, Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Miirray, KY 42071
For more information, call (502) 762-1533
For advertising space, cal (502) 753-1916
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PERSPECTIVE
MSU pay hikes
were needed item
We commend President Ronald J. Kurth and the Murray State Board of
Regents for the 7% salary hike for faculty and staff at the university. It
was needed.
By giving the increase, the university has shown that salaries are a
prioritv. As board chairman Kerry Harvey pointed out. "If you take a look
o‘er the last three budgets, you would find the base increase would be not
quite. but almost 25 percent," he said. "If you superimpose what we've
been able to do here with the labor and wage rates in general. we've done
Trettv well.
"The board clearly recognized the vital importance of our human
resources, and we're doing everything we can do to address that issue
within the context of limited resources.' he said. "You've got to do the
can with what you've got." .
Murray State has lost some of the best professors in the field over the
pas: few years for lack of benchmark salaries. It is hoped the increases
will help abate this flow.
1.-niersity -BUdget-DireCtor Pa:-BVIa:ka said-the inCreae wiTh-arriOtint —
:o S2.25
We .,:ongratulate him for working out a budget that
in,:ludes these increases.
If Murray S:ate is to remain strong. the fa,:ulty and staff must be a
prime ;onsideration and the actions at the last regent's meeting supported
W
•.r. :heir a:m and hope for mere progress in the future.
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Bush's moraljustification for war
in a speech to the National Religious Broadcasters convention in
Washingon last week, President
Bush explained in theslearest possible terms the moral imperative
behind his decision to engage in
war in the Persian Gulf. He correctly called Operation Desert
Storm a "just war," and then he
defined what he meant.
"The first principle of a just
war," said the President, "is that it
suppon a just cause." He said that
the principles of a just war originated with classical Greek and
Roman philosophers like Plato and
Cicero. Not exactly. Cicero said, "I
cease not to advocate peace, even
though unjust it is better than the
most just war." Still, faulty though
his researcher may have been. Bush
quickly returned to more contemporary ground and defined what hc
sets- a..-% the meaning of a just cause_
"We seek nothing for ourselves..
we do not seek the destruction of
Iraq," said Bush. And. he noted.
that a just war "must also he declared by legitimate authority." Ile
then recited the now familiar litany
01 12 U.N. Security Council resoluuons and the 2g nations that make

Clock is running
for America's team

• 'tife.
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CAL'S
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas

up the allied coalition.
The President turned a nice
phrase when he observed that
-every war is fought for a reason.
But a jast war is fought for the
foomoral, not selfright reasons
ish. reasons."
Then he went on to tell-a story
of two Kuwaiti teen-agers who, he
said, were murdered by Iraqipoldiers
ause they reportedly
refused to lower their national flag
in front of their home. "Then,
unbelievably. their parents were
asked to pay the price of the bullets
used to kill them." he said.
Those who oppose this war, or
all wars, need to ask what is the
higher moral road in light of such
took ones Is it better to turn away

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan

Ell
,

Arabs are delighted with mis•v
siles streaking toward Israel."
The Palestinians have not been
heard from: and the Times explains
why -For 11 days all 1.75 million
Arab residents of the West Bank
and Gaza have been under strict
curfew subject to.being arrested or
snot !! they leave their homes for
flyreason. It is the longest sustained curfew since Israel captured
:n.e. Wes: Bank and Gaza 23 years
ago despite' an Israeli Supreme
('oar: decision, the army has failed
to give most Arab communities gas
masks or air raid sirens in case any
Iraqi missiles fall toward them."
When they emerge from their
hovels, the Palestinians, one suspects. will not be joining in the
celebrations of allied victory'.
Wnot keeotng public sentiment
the Aran and Muslim world from
hum
user Into anti-American
riots, perhaps revolution? The security po.oe ''In • this instance,"
chops Morino': Knodracke of The
NewRepablo. "it's a good thing,"
the Arab coantries are "not
democratiu.President Bush's mounting
dilemma. may he simply expressed.
Western -Muslim polarization
appears -under way. Americans and
British are ranying behind the war
and the President. while Arab and
As:an Noon:, are turning heavily

&RAM?"
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Ae might have a raa. pr
Six weeks isn't a long time a• basin say.r.g
_os are fought. considering in
,ar Foca ,f
toe ground game hasn't even hano
. nc
of established yet.
On the other hand. Bush might
Aroa
Islartna hroy
be able to pull if off. Maybe he
' kanodam neg,ns Hordes' could come on the air and say:
ours
to their holy sites "And that's ,the end of the first
a Aranoi s Mecca and Medihalf. We'll he back in a month.
nornh ha and
Now to you. Brent..."
'
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LOUISVILLE. Ky iAP
Here are Thursaay's win:
numbers selected by the F. •
5
tacky Lottery: Pick
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Dear Edoor.
I want to congratulate Mayor
Cherry and whoever else may be
responsible for the flags around the
Court Squal and along Main
Street
I would also encourage your
readers to listen to Chuck Shuf-

feu s commentary on WNBS.
Strangely enough. Chuck is right
most of the time and when you disagree. it is thought-provoking and
interesting.
Very truly yours.
Robert 0. Miller
Attorney-at-Law
Murray. Ky. 42071
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against both.
The attainment of Mr. Bush's
'declared war aim
expulsion, of
Iraq from Kuwait - argues for
continued U.S. air strikes, for
weeks on end, to force a collapse
of Iraqi forces before an invasion
has to be undertaken. But the politics of the crisis, the rising sympathy for Iraq and mounting hostility toward the West and the U.S.:
argues for an early end to the
fighting.
To contain this war, to keep his
coalition secure, to calm the rising
resentments, Mr. Bush would do
well to restate America's war aims:
What, exactly. are we fighting for?
And at what point is a cease-fire
acceptable?
With the smashing success of
U.S. air power. some have begun to
cry for the same • "unconditional
surrender" we demanded of Naai
Germany' and Japan. Other urge
Mr. Bush to commit this country' to
Nuremberg-style war crimes trials.
Others talk of widening the war by
persuading the Turks to invade
Iraq, with the war ending in Iraq's
partition and establishment of a
homeland for the Kurds.
The Wall Street Journal's
George Melloan has a more
enlarged vision: "Iraq should he
occupied, primarily by the U.S..
Britain and France, with sufficient
power retained to intimidate Syria
and. if necessary. Iran... Military'
government of the type that established democracy' in West Germany
and Japan after World War !!

what is needed." Then, he writes.
we should clean the PLO out of
Jordan. settle the Palestinian refugees, force a Jordanian-Israel peace
agreement. kick the Syrians out of
Lebanon and restore democracy to
Beirut. Mr. Melloan calls this "radicalism on behalf in a Journal editorial titled. "The Big Mo." "By
now, most Americans are anxious
to oust Saddam not, merely from
Kuwait, but from Baghdad.- True.
but there is no indication Americans want to pay the price, if it
entails thousands of American
dead.
Indeed, the sentiment most often
expressed in this city' is the prayerful hope the Iraqi Army will crack
before we have to take, the casualties Saddam Hussein has in mind
for his "Mother of Battles."
Neither Saddam. nor his party,
nor his high command is likely to
accept occupation, partition, or war
crimes trials without a scorched earth fight to finish.
To send U.S. troops to Baghdad
is not only to risk the collapse of
Mr. Bush's coalition, it could redivide the American nation and be
the trigger that ignites the Arab
world.
It was Mr. Bush who said, "This
will not stand?" of the invasion of
Kuwait; Mr. Bush who ordered the
air strikes of Jan. 16. It is he who
will decide when the war is won,
when America's alms are attained.
He would do well to spell them out
once again.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
made the highest score of 89 out of
Ten years ago
Jena Hoke was crowned Home- 95 on competitive American Hiscoming Queen at Calloway County tory Test, sponsored by Captain
High School at a basketball game Wendell Oury Chapter of the
with Farmington. Her attendants Daughters of the American Revoluwere Laurie Reeder, Ladonna tion. Second place went to Beverly
Overbey, Tammy Torsak, Brenda Goode, eighth grader at Murray
Conley and Susan Anderson. High School and daughter of Mr.
CCHS won the game with high and Mrs. Kenneth Goode, with a
team scorers being Jeff Garrison score of 87. Third place went to
for CCHS and Mark Creason for Marilyn Faye Parrish, eighth grader
at Faxon School and daughter of
Farmington.,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Parrish, with a
Twenty years ago
The heaviest snow of the year score of 86.
Forty years ago
fell on Murray and Calloway CounLeon Rule, seaman apprentice
ty last night. By this morning 41/2
inches had accumulated and the USN,,has completed recruit training at Naval Training Center, San
snow was still falling.
Cathy Lou Harris and Don Ste- Diego, Calif.
phen Ernstbergcr were married
Births reported include a boy to
Dec. 20 at Williams Chapel Church Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Anderson and
of Christ.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Thirty years ago
Starks, Feb. 3; a girl to Mr. and
Marsha Hendon, eighth grader at Mrs. Eugene Chaney, Feb. 4; a boy
New Concord School and daughter to Mr and Mrs. Joe Ed Emerson,
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon, Feb.

Today In History
Miirray Ledger & Times

Letter to the Editor

Reader congratulates Cherry,
praises Shuffett's commentary

incredibly expensive high-tech
equipment and might cannot
achieve its objectivesjogainst Sad dam Hussein, more tffn a war will
have been lost. The national
America will have suffered a more
profound defeat than in Vietnam. It
could enter a prolonged period of
isolationism that would make the
world safe for tyrants and despots.
If this war achieves the objectives the President seeks — forcing
Saddam Hussein's army out of
Kuwait and neutralizing him as a
threat to his neighbors for the foreseeable future — Bush will have
attained a noble, moral and just
objective, and the nightmare of the
Vietnam experience will be over.
About another war, without
which the Queen of England might
be on our money, Thomas Paine
observed. "It is the object only' of
war that makes it honorable."
The object articulated by President Bush make this war an honorable one and a just cause for all are
participating in it on the side of
right. Having laid out the moral
reasoning behind the war, all the
President and his 'armed forces
have to do now is win it.

President should declare wai aims

shooUf'f' t men. minions of reliIraq has now stood up under the
gious Arabs-on-the-street in courtt?!es all over that part of the world s greatest air assault in history for
twice as long as Syria, Egypt and
will he even more angry at us than
Jordan stood up to the Israelis lo
the are now And most of them
the Six-Day War; and Iraq's stoo
:n)n't exactly %Sam to have Amer-acceptance of allied punishment is
,..7A over for a pate of shish kebab
starting to pay ominous political
nnese days
dividends. This. of course. lust adds another
Consider several Wornisorfl:
:evel of madness to :he war. Were
reports:
heiog told that is is OK to bomb
"Sentiment Favoring the Iraqis is
and ne bombed. shoot and be shot.
Growing Among Egyptians" ran a
, and he killed. as long as we get
recent headline in The New York
.t over by the middle of March.
Times. Foreign Minister Boutros
Alaer that, all the bloodshed will be
Ghali, reflecting the shiht in Egypreligioasly offensive.
tian opinion.' is now urging a deal
I dornt wish to make fun of any-We have co-existed with the gull.one's religion. but I find it hard to
arnment of Saddam Hussein.'" fie
aonceive of God as Keeper of the
said Sunday. "and we t-h:!k.:Lc.' itiaL
Great Game Clock in the Sky. If
if he will withdraw from Kawaif.
God is sensitive to body bags.. I
we will he able to, co-exist and
would think they would bother him
even to cooperate with rm.'
as 1"%,..r7 '7. Januar a; they do in
In Algeria, Tunisia and Jordan,
A•a the most democratic of Arab states,
tney, believe.
pro-Iraq sentiment has forced the
.a rcals shouldn't scoff since
to - virtaally endorse
governments
moon. Americans are convinced that
the Iraqi uuuse In Morocco, Kine
God is always on our side. (Maybe
Hassan has been presented with
they think he doaed off during the
popular petitions urging a ceaseVietnam ‘Var
fire. Yemen. facing a 90 percent
Anyway. that wonld seem to put
cut
in U.S. aid. is already in Sad ns under unusual pressure. If Sad dam's camp
dam hasn't been forced out of
"Islamic Asians Back Hesse:n
Kuwait by the Islamic holy month,
Solidly."
ran a headline in the Son and the shooting hasn't stopped.
day Times. The stony spoke of a
at then? If might he distracting
try to fight a war with millions . "marked surge in sympathy for
President Saddam Hussein of Iraq
angry Arabs pouring into Saudi
and hostility toward the United
Arabia, saying• "Out of the way.
States among Asian Muslims Outwe're here to pray."
side the Arab world." Reports came
If we haven't aehieved our aims
from Pakistan, India, Indonesia,
by then whatever they are. and if
Malaysia and Bangladesh. In Turkyou know. please drop me a line
there have been resignations
ey.
because 1 haven't figured them
from
the Cabinet and armed forces
out,, what is our commander in
:o protest President Turgot Wol's
chief supposed to do? If Saddam's
pro-U.S. policy
troops are still in Kuwait. AmeriWhere are the hearts of the Syrcans ringht feel a letdown if Bush
,an people? Syria's foreign minister
g ,es or. IV and says. -Due to techreportedly told a gathering of
d.ff....,Ixs beyond our conambassadors last week. "emotional
- s war is being interrupted
resume after the ho.y
on, • of Ramadan is over." If he
-no knows what the nest
show. The pollster;
;,-ooroa n,y wonidn't know what to
aok - Ex,..se me. sir. I'M taking a
and do you think we should
l'a$11C8431114111151 BY W MIDIA 711-11)1"/
hoo: a aease-fire for Rao.aa,:r
10' KO.I' 1OJ
onr
think
no,
I
iien
s Rama.
.; yoa ask
snip inter'.So '...hness A

in self-preservation or to engage an
enemy of the good, whether that
enemy be a street mugger or one
who mugs a nation and its innocent
citizens? Would pacifists not even
call the police? Is force never justified to protect the innocent from
those with not moral code?
President Bush answered that
question when he told the broadcasters, "But when a war must be
fought for the greater oxl, it is
our gravest obligation to conduct a
war in proportion to the threat. And
that is why we must act reasonably,
humanely and make every effort
possible to keep casualties to a
minimum."
Bush understands something else
about this war that in some ways
transcends the moral argument. He
sees it as an opportunity to purge
the public consciousness of the
Vietnam experience once the for
all. That was apparent in this
remark: "When this war is over,
the United States, its credibility
and its reliability restored, will
have a key leadership role in helping to bring peace to the rest of the
Middle East (emphasis mine)."
If the United States, with its
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Today is Friday, Feb. 8, the 39th day of 1991. There are 326 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 8, 1587, Mary, Queen of Scots, was beheaded at F&heringhay
Castle in England after she was implicated in a plot to kill her cousin,
Queen Elizabeth I.
On this date:
In 1693, a charter was granted for the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg, Va.
Today's Birthday's: Actress Lima Turner is 70. Actor Jack Lemmon is
66. Composer-conductor John Williams is 59. ABC News anchor Ted
Koppel is 51. Comedian Robert Klein is 49. Actress Brooke Adams is 42.
Actor Gary Cole an
23.
Thought for T
. 'Consistency is a paste jewel that only cheap men
cherish.'' — William Allen White. American journalist (1868-1944).
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Game Notes
Where Quality
Counts

Murray State Racers (17-8, 5-2)

Murray State Racers

VS.

Thornton Tile
& Marble

Eastern Kentucky Colonels (14-7, 6-1)

vs.
Morehead State Eagles

February 9, ,1991
Racer Arena (5,550)
Murray, Kentucky

February 11, 1991
Racer Arena (5,550)
Murray, Kentucky

Steve Newton
A 1963 graduate of Indiana State University, Steve Newton is in his sixth season as
head coach of the Racers with a record of 109-64 (.630). The 1988 and 1990 Ohio
Valley Conference Coach .of the Year, Newton has led the Racers to two NCAA
Tournament appearances and one National Inviiatian .Tournament berth. He is in
his 13th season as a member of the Murray State coaching staff, having spent seven
years as associate head coach under Ron Greene. During his tenure, MSI ! has a
record of 227-141, a .617 winning percentage.
Newton is 11-4 against [astern Kent uck:., 6-1 in Racer Arena.

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer
Open 8 00 to 4 30
Mon thru Fri

Mike Pollio
A 1%5 graduate of Bellarmine ('ollege, Mike Pollio is 27-24 in his second season
at Eastern Kentucky. Pollio, 209-116 overall, previously coached at Kentucky
Wesleyan (five years, 117-35) and Virginia 'ommonwealth (four years,65-57), three
times taking KWC to the NCAA Division II 1-inal Four and taking VCII to the
National Invitation 1ournintui4P.
„
He is 1-Iagainst Murray State, 0-2 in Murra,

,Unbeatable
Prices
Are-J.
Our Goal!

Murray State (17-4 .5-2)
F 35 Greg Coble (6-3, 190, Sr.)
F 55 John Jackson (6-6, 205, Sr ;
C 54 Popeye Jones (6-8, 260, Jr.) ...
G 30 Paul King (6-4, 190, Sr.)
G 13 Frank Allen (6-3, 175, So.)

at

Go with the
Winners...
114
er
,

/rd.

Lowest Prices and
Best Service"

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray, Kentucky 42071

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES

apprentice
recruit trainCenter, San

Murray s Only $3,000 and
Under Car Lot.
Owner - Donnie Winchester

MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY!

Natural
Bud Light Light

and Mary in
Lemmon is
anchor Ted
kdams is 42.
y cheap men
1868-1944).

Nighi

Athantaze
.[KU t 0.4, t 10.0
[KU +10/NISU + 10.0
MSU +2.0, 2.5
%NU +03/EKI! +1.0

School
rn K,mtu,
Tcnnc.
Murray State
Austin
!Middle "Fenn,
!Morehead Si
Tennessee 5t.1!

FORD
(2MD MERCURY
LINCOLN

ti nit t}V

()1(

753-1830

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!

Jan 28.
Means'.lode. the
third conic:rem,:
four Eague gameference regular-sea -Am
thr-,.•
had as many
ckhen Middl,
(then an cight-t!.-A•
game schedule) •,%itli N
()
1 1.
\

753-1234 or

Day
753-9132

/

Parker Ford

,I;

Lincoln-Mercury,Inc
701

Main

St. 753-5273

7he Experienced Travel
Agency'

oc:13,e

A Grand for
Seni,:r Paul Kim:
p,
just
career.
A lour)ear
,
defense. Kin:,
member Iii:
sand the .,e.,,11,11 ,
Popeye Jones •-III)-.:
, e. 21
.
points on 1.)
;it ill.: I SA;..
•

e1

Pally Green way
Kimberly House
Randy Wilkins
1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby's Dixieland Center)

Jackson Larns 0\( tutu

2,01)
1,716
1,557
1,515
1,513
1,490
1,477
1,449
1,393
1,370
1,275
1,252
991

130
91
6')
69
52
49
44
39
35
30
28

Career Steals
1. Brian Stewart (1)50-84)
2. Lamont Sleets (1979-84)
1 Glen Green (1979-83)
4. Jell Martin (1955-98)
; Popeye Jones (1988-date)
6. Chuck Glass (1984-56)
7. Paul King (1987-date)
8. Don Mann (1985-89)
9. GretCiibIF(1989-date)
10. Kenney Hammonds (1978-82)
Career Assists
1. Don Mann (1955-89)
2. Lamont Sleets (1979-84)
3. (den Green (1979-83)
4. Grover Woolard (1973-77)
5. Brian Stewart (1980-54)
6. Jeff Martin (1985-89)
7. Paul King (1987-date)
8. Frank Allen (1989-date)
Chuck (doss (1984-8()...
10. Greg Coble (1989-date)

196
191
141
125
107
105
100
4r)
86
81

531
459
423
341
32"
215
203
198
194
166

Career Rebounding
I. Dick Cunningham (1965-68).1,292
1,147
2. Jim Jennings (1961-64)
3. Stewart Johnson (1963-66) .... 981
4. Marcelous Starks (1971-74).... 875
837
5, Ron Johnson (1968-71)
817
(1988-date)
Jones
6. Popeye
791
(1954-58)
Sullins
Quitman
7.
778
(1967-70)
Virden
Claude
8.
690
(1986-90)
Ogden
Chris
9.
669
10. Jeff Martin (1985-89)

ii

Senior fo:r•Aard Julin
clectcd (.)\,( NA.,
atter scuring 34 IA •.:.•
10 rebounds !low:.
Prairie
Jac ks:m hit
Ii 'r in the tvo:
carcer-high ot i
Vieck on 51: m.1.1..
The Nev“-,:in..- r
rr•
second of the
1
Jan
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An 'A' for N1arksmaiiship
The Racers hx.c•I co
marksmen latel‘..h,,, :r ,
better in tour of th,
M •The onb, exc cpti.m
Kcritu(li,
Eastern
game at
In the live garlic-, Slut; :
percent or better from th L •
son, it has won all 11\c.
Moreover-, in the 17 gall:,
outshot their opponent fro RI
Murray has emerged victoti-.
v.- ith the only loss being a la -t
63 decision at Georgia Soutliclr

Tonight's Officials
Officials for tonight's game or.. r
Mestel (referee), Ken Cox(umpu.
David Sikes (umpire).

759-1074 1-500-634-490

CAR CARE
•I
•I /11 Changes
• Iii-Ake \Vork
•I

• M Alers
r.r;i1 Service

• "\ lio•ri Smart

Work
Engine •

i pro/tech
L..

200 N

753-6001

AUTO CENTER
Murray

4th St.

Mon.-Fri. 8-5

1 40

Your Local Long
Distance Company
Hccrni...st• we're here and these
r:0 r'r- gut's. well, they're there.'

1-800-333-1708
Paducah (502) 444-0520

753-9586

Bud &

Fdtheringhay
I hcr cousin,

FM' A%eraut
207.5
f,-10, 150
6-1.5, ISO
6-4.5, 205

204
157
102

Career Blocked Shots
1. Jeff Martin (1985-89)
2. Paul King (1987-date)
3. Danny Jarrett (1976-78)
Mike Lahm (1983-85)
5. Popeye Jones (1988-date)
6. Glen Green (1979-83)
7. Ricky Hood (1981-83)
8. Gary Hooker (1979-80)
9. Chris Ogden (1986-90)
10. Allen Mann (1978-80)
John Jackson (1990-date)

ago

326 days left

Career Scoring
1. Jeff Martin (P)86-89)
2. Hov.ie Crittenden (1952-56)
3. Lamont Sleets (1979-54)
4. Garrett Beshear (1949-53)..
5. Glen Green (1979-83)
6. Jesse Williams (1972-7(i)
7. Herb McPherson (1%4-(7)
8. Claude Virden (1967-70)
Les Taylor (1970-73)
10. Don Mann (1956-89)
11. Grover Woolard (1973-77)
12. Jim Jennings(1%1-64)
13. Stewart Johnson (- 1963-66)
14. Popeye Jones (1988-date)
Paul King (1987-date)
Career Three-point Goals
1. Don Mann (1985-89)
2. Paul King (1987-date)
3. Frank Allen (1989-date)

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

300 S. 4th

.5r3 4,,

Racer Charts

401 Olive St.

I It AV1- I AG,NCV

ade a boy to
knderson and
Mrs. Lewis
to Mr. and
Feb. 4; a boy
Ed Emerson,

11.1 ppg, 5.5 rpg, .374 fgp, .730 ftp
7,1 ppg, 5.9 rpg, .460 fgp, .714 ftp
.477 ftp
1(1.6 ppg, 8.9 rpg,
12.0 ppg, 4.3 rpg, .395 fgp, .815 ftp
12.7 ppg, 3.8 rpg, .198 fgp, _779 tip

Starters C'omparison
N1SU Averav
Position
6-4.5, 197.5
Forward
6-8, 2641
Center
6-3.5, 182.5
Guard
6-4.8, 20-1
Total

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

acatton
Mahon

1; 5 ppg, 4.6 rpg, .441 Igp, .827 ftp
9 3 ppg, 5.5 rpg,
fgp, .457 ftp
fgp, .709 hp
.494
..... 10.7 ppg, 13.7 rp
fgp, .727 ftp
ppg,
.429
rpg,
4.
5
10
1 5 ppg 2.1 rpg, 373 fgp, 851 ftp

Eastern Kentucky (14-7, 6-1)
F 11 Aric Sinclair (6-3 1/2, 21(i,r.)
F 3 Toi Bell (6-6, 205, Jr.)
C 00 Mike Smith (6-10, 250, Jr.)
G 12 Kirk Greathouse (6-1, 19), Jr.)
G. 12 Jamie Ross (6-2, 170, Jr.)

Good Luck
Racers

t

601 Main St.

jVC

Cliff

Hwy. 641 North

your friends

r
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OPEN
24 HOURS

'7" '
13".
ca.

Great Kerr McGee Gas
Visa-MasterCard-Discover
Kerr McGee Credit Cards

o:41,7

Ilway Racer
17=Ei Oil Co.
753-0858
1000 Chestnut- Murra

Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

LOOKIN' 611 SUPER SHELL
GOOD! "Service is our business"
Before the game
stop by for a
visit with
Ron & Joyce Salim
and the crew at

STOCICADE
SIRLOIN
753-0440

Bel-Air Center

502-753-6831
619 S. 4th Street • Murray

•
:••••.„

"•••.

c.

._.te insurance,
that is State Auto
offers comprehensive
3nd attractively priced life products
to serve you and your family's
needs for the rest of your life

Call Us Today

"Total car care from tune-ups
to major overhauls'

Shell
753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

.r

•

Cunningham
Auto Repair

4'
•

An in-depth automotive air conditioning
and heating service
and repair performed
by Kevin Lamb,technician,formerly ofRo Ho.

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT
Dan McNutt

STATE AUTO

7Jinksancs compsnms

Southside Cit. Sq. 753-4451
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Szveetheart luncheon Sunday

morte"

A Sweetheart Luncheon, sponsored by Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church. will be Sunday. Feb. 10, following the 10:45
m. worship service at the church. The luncheon will feature spaghetti.
salad, bread, dessert and drink will the cost being $2.50 for adults and
children. Reservations were to be made at the church office by noon today
(Friday)

Mt. Horeb singing Sunday
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church. located on Walnut Street, will have
a gospel singing featuring The Voices of Nashville on Sunday. Feb. 10, at
4 p.m The Res Lester Peoples, pastor. invites the public to attend.

Art Guild will meet Monday

II
It's Double Colonel now. Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, right, congratulates Lt. Col. Linda Clark on her selection as a Kentucky Colonel, an
honor awarded by the Governor's office. Lt. Col. Clark is current!)
serving in the active army as a Certified Nurse-Midvvife at Klanchfield Army Community Hospital, Fort Campbell. After working for
10 years in an in-hospital Birthing Center in Atlanta, Ga.. she had
just resumed her previous position as associate professor in Department of Nursing, Murray State lniversity, when her Resent I. nit
was activated in support of Operation Desert Shield. Originally
ordered to active duty for 90 days, the orders have been extended for
a minimum of one year. Her address is Lt. Col. Linda Clark. AN,
(A\1, ISA ‘1EDAC Box 230. Ft. Campbell, Ky. 42223.

Hospital report released
,
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Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild will hold its regular monthly meeting on Monday. Feb. 11, at 7 p.m at the Guild Gallery at 121 West
Broadway. Mayfield. A representative of the Kentucky Arts Council is
scheduled to attend and all members are urged to he present.

Vocational classes planned
Classes in Beginning'MiniatureQuilting, Auto Body Spot Repair, and
Small Engine Repair will be offered beginning Tuesday. Feb. 12, at Murray Area Vocational Center. Each class will meet from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Tuesdays. There arc enrollment fees for each class. For more information
call the school at 753-1870 between the hours of 7:10 a.m. to 330 p.m..
Monday through Friday.

Chess Club selling tickets
Murray Middle School Chess Club is now selling tickeLs at 50 cents
each for an autographed basketball donated by Head Basketball Coach
Steve Newton of Murray State University. The ball is signed by the
coaching staff and all members of the 1991 MSU Racer basketball team.
The autographed ball, signed on the evening: of Coach Newton's 200th
win, will he given away at half time of Murray-Fulton County basketball
game on Friday, Feb. 22. Funds will go to help send the MMS Chess
Team to the 1991 USCF National Elementary Chess Tournament in Rye.
N.Y.. in April. Tickets are available from any club member and at all
MMS ball games. For more information contact Cheryl Crouch, 753-0252.

S:ar held

a:7011..
patron.
p anned

potsersed at 6:30
: ti

g
• ecr- , ,„_i;
Pa(rit & Decoratmg Center

Friday, Feb. 8
Games will be played It
a: Murray Nose Lodge.

p.m.

-X.A and Al-Anon will meet at 8
. a: 1.U. Kevil Center. South

Other officers serving were Max Kaiser., associatz matron:
Enoch Kaiser, associate patron:
Lana Lasater. secretary; Twila Coleman, treasurer; Betty Dodd, conductress; Brenda Newberry, associate conductress; Dorothy Bunn,
chaplain. Lana Lay, marshal':
Louise Short, organist; Helen
Webb, Adah; Ruth Lassiter. Ruth;
Florence Rogers. Esther; Dolly
Clark. Martha; Shirley Murray.
Electa; Hardin' Alderdice. warder;
Bob Baize, sentinel.
Other members present were
Mildred Bell. Susie Allen, Charlotte Wilson. Thelma and Bob Farley.
Nix Crawford, Roy Clark, Charlie
Lassiter, Jerry Lassiter and Frances
Churchill.
The next regular meeting will he
Tuesday, Feb. 12. at 7:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall
:;',C

Miss USA upset
about her prizes

Bargain Matinees
a!urday & Sunday ONLY
Rent your mo%ies • at the mit%
lantt Che•tnut :111.iii
Open I I:am to I it pm

•
•

aion & Vlanann IAthe
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services
& Your Horne
Deserve it'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

DETROIT (AP) -- Miss USA.
Carole Gist of Michigan, is upset
about not getting all the SI44,000
.7. prizes she *on last year but
'ont boycott the 1991 Miss USA
pageant. her lawyer says.
Gregory Reed also says he
objects to a contractual clause preventing Gist, 21. of Detroit, from
using her title in commercial
endorsements for two years.
Gist has missed all her 1991
appearances as Miss'USA. Pageant
officials said she's been ill. Reed
said his client is well enough now
to work and will appear at this
year's pageant, to be televised Feb.
22 from Wichita, Kan., on CBSTV
Mike Clark of Los Angelesbased Madison Square Garden ProLctions, which is putting on the
pageant. said he couldn't comment
on Reed's allegations.

OUCH IS RIGHT!
Lao & Lassie will begin the incredible 'OUCH'
Salef Prices will be so low. it hurtsf

'5-'10-'15-'25 Racks
(Winter Merchandise)

Boys & Girls
Jeans Table
0

Each

up to
75' Off

Southside Shopping Center 753-3456

WMU plans Focus observance
WMU of First Baptist Church will observe Focus on WMU Week during the week of Feb. 10-16. Martha Moore will give a Recognition of
WMU at the 10:45 a.m. service on Sunday, Feb. 10, at the church. Groups
of WMU arc as follows: Baptist Women, age 35 and up; Baptist Young
Women, ages 18 to 35; Acteens, grades 7 to 12; Girls in Action, grades 1
to 6; Mission Friends, 4 and 5-year-olds. For information about WMU
call the church office.

Presbyterians plan breakfast
A Valentine Breakfast will be Sunday, Feb. 10, at 9:30 a.m. in the Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church. Hostesses will be Barbara
Lawson and Fayc McConnell.

PAWS will meet on Monday
PAWS (pets are wonderful society) will meet Monday, Feb. II, at 3:15
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The group will make Valentines
for the elderly. All members and interested persons are invited to attend,
accoring to Kathy Cohen, leader.

All Male Recital Sunday
Murray Music Teachers Association will sponsor an All Male Recital
on Sunday, Feb. 10, at 2 p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. This will featured male piano students of
local teachers. The public is invited to attend this free concert.

DAR will hear Dr. Mofield
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution will meet Saturday. Feb. 9, at 2 p.m. at the home of Dr. Halene
Visher with Dr. Mildred Hatcher as cohostess. Dr. Ray Mofield will speak
about "Events of the 1890s." Mrs. Glenn Wilcox, regent, urges all members to attend.

To

Friday, Feb. 8
10th Street Extended, Mayfield

By Abigail

Main Street Youth Center at
North Fourth SL will be open
6 to II p m. For information ca.
753-TEEN.
Haiel Lodge No. 831 Free and.
Accepted Maasons will meet at
730 p.m. at lodge hall.
• Truck Pull-and Car Crush will he
at 7:30 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show' and Exposition
Center. Admission is S2. For information call 492-8572.
Parents' Night Out will be from
5:30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Calloway County- High School
Varsity Boys Basketball Teams
will play at Christian County at 6
p.m.
A reception on conjunction with
Black History Month will be from
7 to 9 p.m. at Hart Hall Coffeehouse at Murray State University.
Admission is free.
"A...My Name Is Alice" will be
presented at 8 p.m. with dinner
served at 7 p.m. at CUrriS Center
Ballroom, Murray State University.
For information call 759-1752.
Saturday, Feb. 9
Sweetheart Charity Brunch by
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will be from 10
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. Tickets will be available at the door.
Captain Wendell Otiry Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution will meet at 2 p.m. at home of
Dr. Halene Visher.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 6 p.m. at home of Norma Suiter. For information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Mary. 1-527-0115, or
Margaret. 1-247-2249.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
iCont'd on page 7t

Better Serve You

UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
is proud to announce
the addition of

Linda Boyd

to the staff
if
Linda cordially invites you to come by for your
complete 'hair care, especially women's cuts.

dila& #e

A planning session for a Community-wide Candlelight Prayer Service
in support of the troops in the Persian Gulf and their families will be
Monday. Feb. 11, at 1 p.m. at Pagliai's. All area ministers arc invited to
be present, according to the Rev. Charlie Anderson, group spokesman.

—Community events listed

Eastern Star has meeting
Order

6
7

Support session to be Monday

Hours: Tue.-Fri., 8 am -5 p.m., Sat., 8 a m.-310 pm.
No .L.t necessar
105 N. 16th St.
753-1953

Van Buren

Woman's Critical Performance
Gets Bad Review From Sister
•
nom the (It ,1%1rt•I
DEAR ABBY I he
space beneath the hi•d, t- ,- r nook
lady w hose older sisti had
lied her all her lift- inspired me to ,oaf cranny Will Ire filleti w oh her or
v. rite I know how she feels I am 74 his valued possessions. rnemorahdia.
tqC Nlopping. ‘, .1(
and mY sister SO She's the iildest sou%
in the handy arid I'm the youngest. and dusting will become a memory
of our
,ind
Ilt•%t•F criticized tri
I learned too late
tried pleadother sibling- the way she criticized ing. compromising ,ind e% en threatening to leave Ali IA) TI41 ;t%:111
Fr it.
Aft4-r hvitig
ts idrosk 11,r eight
urnulat mg goe4 on and on
rectfritly remarried,and when
Establi,4) the ground rules at the
I (hose Mt.
. -1-vear-o3d great-grand- beginning It prevt•nt, protoletth-, later
daughter for my flower girl. Sis criti- on Rertieinher pack rats :ire, riot
cized me hy saying. "Older couple. easy to identify They come in all
do riot ha% e flower girls at their sec- shapes. sizes. cob ii'- and si,xes
Please don't indicate w here this
ond wedding She also criticized the w rite-up of came from Let the pack rats of the
world wonder if tins letter %,%'1, writill% recent wedding in the local newspaper She said I should not have ten by their spouses or list--in r
named ,ill the iiut-of-town guests. pan ions Sign me
(WI'OF SPACE. r
told where they time from and how
()I;
they were related to the bride or
PATIENCE AND Aw 'T
T() BE ()11.()F. HERE
r.
t he hst was too long and
boring
Aliby Ile\er criticized any of her,
weddings. and she has been married
-ix times Three times -before she
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in diswas 17), and three times after
response to the letter signed
gusted
I am enclosing the w rite-up of my
about how
wedding that she criticized Please -Dana Frirm t'olorado"
lot
from am learn
a
could
humans
e me v our honest opinion of it
forest
start
they
don't
because
mats
SICK Oh' SISTER'S CRITI(•ISNI
fires, kill for money or take drugs
They don't build museDEAR SICK:1 think the write- What idiocy!sermons
or work as Red
ums.
preach
up is lovely. Perhaps your sister
either.
isn't aware that it is customary 'ross volunteers.
Amnials do fight sometimes to
to list all the out-of-town guests,
death for territory, female- and
the
where they came from and their
young:
relationship to the bride or food: kill for sport eat their
offkill
the
fionales,
unwilling
mate
groom.
It',.
banish
conquered
ma
spring
of
Don•t be too hard on your siskill withter, dear. Some older siblings their weak and old. They
or pain
terror
for
the
regard
any
out
tend to criticize their younger
start
calmly
and
may
victims,
their
of
siblings out of habit.
feeding while their dinner still
struggles. Given the opportunity.
* * *
they will indulge in alcohol and drugs
DEAR ABBY If v ou can spare the to the point of death.
Respect animals. yes: worship
space in your column.,I would like to
them,
no' They are not saints.
offer some advice to anyone contemNow a question for those who
plating marriage or living with
believe animals are superior to
someone
Before you move into the house or humans: Dow many children do you
apartment, divide all of the storage have or plan to have? This planet
baby
space equitably that drawer is yours. has finite sources. Every human
resources.
and
food
space,
requires
this drawer is mine, that shelf is
to do someyours, this shelf is mine: that closet Have vou been willinghuman
overpersonally about
thing
is yours. this closet is mine, etc. If' population in order to leave room for
you don't, you might wake up one
those-superior"animals? If not,shut
day and discover you have been liv- up!
ing with a pack rat.
SHARI PRANGE,
By then it will be too late. Every
FELTON, CALIF.

---•COUPON'

Linda's
er 'Things
CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOA

ay, Seven Seas
Hwy. 641 N

Murray

'Weddings 'Proms 'Pageants
Complete Floe Of
Specialty Fabric

$1 00

Off
Any Dinner Entree

TUXEDO RENTAL
Wedding Invitations,
•Veils, Headpieces, etc
Tom -Sat 10 am -5 p.m.
247-5665
Hwy. 641 Puryesz

With Free Salad Bar
Ja;c1
Goal fof

",,

arty what COupOr CliSCOur'
in PrilY

all members

1

S.
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Troop presents certificate
Saturday, Feb. 9
"A...My Name is Alice" will be
presented at 8 p.m. with dinner to
be served at 7 p.m. at Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.
For information call 759-1752.

Saturday, Feb. 9
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth Si will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.

r Service
s will be
Invited to
okesman.

Truck Pull and Car Crash Exhibition will be at 7:30 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Expostion Center.

Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will have a potluck meal at
12 noon at Weaks Center.

'Murray State University Rifle
Team will host Junior Regional
Olympic Championship at 8 a.m. in
Room 230 of Stewart Stadium.
Admission is free.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla of Coast
Guard Auxiliary will meet at 6:30
p.m. in meeting room B of Kenlakc
State Park Lodge. All interested
persons are welcome.

ieck durmition of
1. Groups
st Young
grades 1
iut WMU

Basketball doubleheader featuring Murray State University Lady
Racers vs. Eastern at 5:15 p.m. and
Racers vs. Eastern at 7:30 p.m. will
be in Racer Arena.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will have a Valentine
banquet at 6:30 p.m. at Majestic
Royale, Holiday Inn.

Events at Kenlake State Park,
Aurora, will include visiting with
"Hawk" Boughton and his Mountain Men from 4 to 9 p.m. and buffalo dinner from 4 to 8 p.m.

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will meet at 12 noon at
Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.

the Fel' Barbara

California Connection will have_
Sunday, Jan. 13
a potluck meet in Hospitality Room
Bobby Howard will lecture on
of University Branch of Bank of "Black Relationships: The Past,
Murray. For information call Present and Future" at 7 p.m. in
759-1337.
Barkley Room, Curris Center, Mur-

1, at 3:15
(alentines
to attend,

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

lc Recital
Fine Arts
tudents of
leen.

Sunday, Jan. 13
ray State University. Admission is
free.

Sunday, Jan. 13
State University and Mary Lee of
Paducah will he featured at 10:45
a.m. service at First Christian
Church.

An All Male Piano Recital of
students of Murray Music Teachers
Association will be at 2 p.m. in
Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

CWF Sweetheart luncheon will
be served at 12 noon at First
Christian Church.
Blood Bank will he at First Baptist Church from 12 noon to 3 p.m.

Chestnut Street General Baptist
Church will have regular services,
lunch at 12 noon, and gospel singing featuring Just by Faith at 1:30
P.m.

Valentine breakfast will be at
9.30 a m in Fellowship Hall of
First Presbyterian Church.

Gospel singing featuring Voices
of Nashville will be at 4 p.m. at
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church,
Walnut Street.

Potluck meal will be served at
p.m prior to the 7 p.m. -service featuring'the Rev. W.E. Cheaney and members of St. Jobn.'s
Baptist Cnurch at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce office to go to Mark*
House Theater production of "A
Streetcar Named Desire" with
Jeanne as hostess. For information
call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne
at 753-0224.

Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Circle I and
Circle II potluck at 12 noon and
RCIA Group dinner at 6 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For information
call 7594059 or 753-7663.

Dave Dalton willpresent a seminar on "Hells Bells" at 6 p.m. at
Eastwood Baptist Church.
Elders of First Christian Church
will have a breakfast at 8 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-0086 or 753-7046.

Girl Scout Troop 3028 is shown presenting Steve Cunningham of
Treas Lumber with a certificate of sponsorship. He supplied the troop
with use of a copy machine, parade vehicles and various other supplies when needed. Troop leaders are Cathy Bogard and Verna Hightower. Pictured, from left, are Sarah Broughton, Christy Sexton,
Angela Randazzo, Stacie Bogard, Brook Brittian, Mr. Cunningham,
Julie Hightower, Ashley Downey, Rikki Ann Hill, Terri Hobbs, Jearlyn Martin, Sarah Hacker and Charity Keesee.

Buying, caring of roses
discussed in publication

Voices of Praise from Murray

Loose silhouette is noted

blanket. Salad bar, hamburger,
cheeseburger, pizza, fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Feb. 1.1 to
15 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively. The menus, subject to
occasional change, arc as follows:

bigail

MURRAY CITY

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Schools will not be in session on
Friday, Feb. 15.

Buren
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;ter
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to do somelumen overave room for
i? Ifnot,shut

East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - biscuit with butter and
jelly; Tuesday - scrambled egg,
bacon and toast; Wednesday breakfast pizza; Thursday - sausage ahd biscut. Milk:juice, cereal
and Mast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - Mexican pizza, fish
sandwich; Tuesday - chili and
crackers, pig-in-blanket; Wednesday - chicken and dumplings,
cheeseburger; Thursday - lasagna,
deli ham and cheese sandwich.
Peanut butter/jelly sandwich,
grilled cheese, fruits, vegetables,
fries, desserts, milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - chicken fritter; Wednesday French toast stix w/syrup; Thursday,- sausage and biscuit. Cereals,
fruits, milk and variety of juices
are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili and crackers,
submarine - sandwich; Tuesday crispy fish, corn dog; Wednesday turkey and dressing, hamburger;
Thursday - Mexican pizza, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. Salad
bar, fruits, vegetables, fries, milk
and fruit drinks are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit; Wednesday - cinnamon roll; Thursday
- scrambled egg, hashbrown, toast.
Breakfast bar, cereal, fruit, donuts,
juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - barbecue ribs, beef
hoqie; Tuesday - catfish strips,
chih and pimento cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - piziaghetti, reuben
sandwich; Thursday - oriental
chicken w/egg rolls, pig-in-a-

Elementary breakfast
Monday - pancakes; Tuesday Poptart; Wednesday - cinnamon
toast; Thursday - sausage and
scrambled eggs; Friday - peach
turnover. Juice or fruit and milk arc
served each day.
Robertson
Monday - hamburger, Chuckwagon; Tuesday - Pizza, bacon and
cheese sandwich; Wednesday spaghetti and rolls, hot dog;
Thursday - cheeseburger, barbecue
sandwich; Friday - pizza, vegetable soup wicheese and crackers.
Choice of fruits,. vegetables and
milk are available daily. •
Carter
Monday - cheeseburger, turkey
sandwich; Tuesday - pizza. ribette:
Wednesday - spaghetti, grilled
cheese sandwich; Thursday - corn
dog, chicken pattic; Friday - vegetable soup, roast beef sandwich.
Choice of fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
Monday - waffles; Tuesday eggs and toast; Wednesday - sausage and biscuit; Thursday - pancakes and bacon; Friday - donuts.
Cereal, milk, fruit juice or fruit are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - tacos, chicken patty;
Tuesday - French bread pizza,
creole beef and rice; Wednesday Marzetti, barbecue sandwich;
Thursday - Salisbury steak, meat
loaf; Friday - fish sandwich and
cheese, grilled cheese sandwich.
French fries, pizza, choice of fruits
and vegetables, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.
Murray High
Monday - chicken nuggets,
Sloppy Joe; Tuesday - breakfast
for lunch - ham or sausage; Wednesday - submarine sandwich,
chicken patty; Thursday - chicken
fried steak, grilled cheese sandwich; Friday - fish sandwich and
cheese, corn dog. Pizza, hamburgers, French.fsies,,baked potatoes,
nachos, soft bread pretzels, choice
-of fruits and vegetables, milk and
fruit drinks arc available daily.

753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 641) Murray, Ky.
Sizes Infant thru 11

LI PRANGE,

iErrg,g•
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This Week's Special'
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries
Special Good
thru Feb 9

'259

am I

Friday Night Buffet

eas

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus all the fixin's
and dessert bar.

Pr

d Bar
cl,scov,'

arty
a

Place

95

Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Murray

Chestnut St.

753-0045

di

1

-r

FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1991
A matter comes to a head either
involving property or a family mew
her Right now you worit be budged
from your position. but a more
flexible attitude would prove helpful
SAGITTARIUS •
uripression at a group activity. .
(Nov.22 to Dec 21.i
de
For peace of mind, there's a need
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
1
1110 for you to let -go of a past resentment_
You and a partner may tw at a Avoid visits to dangerous locales
stalemate now. Initiative and drive today. An understanding is reached
combine to bring you success in
with a close tie.
career-related endeavors today. You CAPRICORN
have new money-making ideas.
(Dec 22 to.Jan 19)
A friendship could be at a critical
GEMINI
point today due to a money matter
(May 21 to June 20)
You could meet up with a power- Keep important belongings and (loci,
ments in a safe place. Business leads
play situation on the job now. Guard
against an excessive use of credit. to financial gain.
You'll be taking an active part in a AQUARIUS
group discussion today.
(Jan. 20 to Feb 18)
You'll be making a major decision
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
in career interests now Power play
It could be a turning point now tactics in business require that you be
with someone whom you've been on your guard. Accent recreation
dating. You may have to put your foot tonight.
down where a child is concerned. PISCES
near
41140*
Investment possibilities are plentiful. (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You're at the point now where you
LEO
may be ready to make a change in
(July23 to Aug. 22)
The day may begin on a lazy note. A advisers. Serious mental work is
family confrontation is possible now. favored today. You'll be dispensing
Evening hours favor group activities with some unfinished tasks.
YOU BORN ToDAY have a philanand get-togethers with friends. Partthropic viewpoint towards life and
ners are supportive.
are naturally drawn to public service.
VIRGO
At times you can be temperamental
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Plans involving travel may be and need to be careftil that your many
subject to change. A friend remains moods don't run away with you. You
non-commital. You seem to be on the work best when inspired and are well
right track now for your next step in suited to a creative career. Sometimes, you're drawn to businesses
business.
allied to the arts. Birthdate of: Amy
LIBRA
ii
Lowell, poet, Bill Veeck, baseball
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Friends could drop by at an owner; and Peggy Wood, actress.
inconvenient time. A business propCall FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
osition may have strings attached.
You'll be making plans now for a Forecast for Today or the Future
1 900 226 0360
pleasure trip. A financial issue conSI a minute
cerns you.

ARIES •
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You may decide to -end your.
relationship with a financial institution. Leadership qualities are to the
fore and you make a significant

A

Elaine Arterbum
bride-elect of
Jeff Gallimore
has made her
selections from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

111'11111111111s
1205B Chestnut * 753-1851

"PFAFF" the
FIRST Name
in Sewing
Machines!
SEWING MACHINE CO.
Highway 68 • Reidiand • Near 1-24
Phone 898-7301
1-800-USEW

Auditions
Your Size and all the
comfort you want

,
tney

re /-,uchtions:

'29

Reg $39

WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

Now Available

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN

L

ft
ntree

$

Another look is called the Euro.
pean anti-fit. This full-shape jean
stays wide to the bottom and is
cropped an inch or two above
shoe.

Frances Drake

IDW

Murray

is replaced by pleats or a belt. The
leg is full cut, extra long and tap
ercd at the ankle.

Your Individual
Horoscope

LA

:an Revor. Halenc
kill speak
all mem-

NEW YORK (AP) — The general trend for denims this spring is
toward a full, loose silhouette,
according to the National Association of Men's Sportswear Buyers,
Inc.
The warm-up shape, also called
anti-fit, is the denim interpretation
of the knits. The drawstring waist

E

Children's
Fashions

ERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIAN

Inc.

Available in Spicy,
Bone, Navy, Black
idly cushionect
arch support

system

Microwave
Oven/Vent
.Hood

,

vow.mkrekrave

'"Magic Chef

NDERWOOD
APPLIANCE 759-1505
IJ
Hwy. 641 North
Shopping Center

Village

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

It

$

+1*
44/%4
o
a4he
shoe
tree)

Reg $41

Available in Navy,
Black, Taupe

Southside
Shopping Center
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Murray-CaHoway County
Devotional Page

,
See Local
,
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page
,

This pogo is anode possiblo by those firms whosuscouramo
.
a

,

all of us to ottond worship sorvicos.

o.

.

I

Church Directory

.

1 . . .., ....

ADVINTISTS

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing .in Metal Stamping Dies
Plastic & Die Cast Molds
Precision Machining and Welding
Murray, Ky. 42071
506 Industrial Road

„ .-. .

.-• • • . .

.. .• ;

i
i

BAPTIST

'
40""'Open 6 a m - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Murray

Rive Points

753.2411

701 S. 3.cl

iwL'

=0 CHARLIE'S

II,

'•

.

Communicate Before You Medicate - Ash CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams. Plicurcsacist
Iliciaikshe At Whitooll (Across Frau Lodger A Times)

•

•
,

•

•

753-5719
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CIIRISTIAN WWI
SERVICES

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
—..
.

,

.

.,

wAL.miwr

:,

CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
QW

MERCURY
LINCOLN

- - .'•
—
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'
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.
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METHODIST
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Compliments Of

Belcher OH Co.
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OF MURRAY

,, • .

A
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Lomit. =2.011

•
..

0!!V(e/tde:

•

753-5142

ROY'S

•
-•'-i
T.tik--,;770
,/,"
•-tTHEATRES

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

1008 Chestnut
753-3314

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY

LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
McKendree-Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza Roy
753-2380

. •

.. '
„,

..

Marshail

Franchisee

401 Olive

•

l

•

Serving Breakfast
6 a m 10 30 a m
Serving Lunch
10am llom
Midnight on Weekends

A,.......,rbg's :_....".

PITTMAN VVHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408 N 4th

7.53-6779

WEST

MAIN
CHEVRON

Murray Ledger & Times

Your Only Full Service

We Do Chicken Right.'

'Therefore if any man is in Christ,
he is a new creature; the old
things passed away; behold, new
things have come."
2 Corinthians 5:17

1417

"For God so loved the world that he sent
his only begotten soh that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have eternal life"
John 3:16

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT -Hut.
pill;
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
121h & Chestnut • 759-4646

../7
I

,

s*-

Chevron Station
Colvin Clark — Owner
753 2593
Moir

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 KIrksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

it,

Bel-Air CABLE
Center vlsieN

753-IN,

11,AIA )EK-COLEMAN
. xi.
' -„„.,,I 7(,.„,,
Iliii-r-EiN, h,N.

piggiy wiggly

OPEN 110K.FFIl 14 HOURS A DAY SAT I SUN. 7 ktt-iwolGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

753-6800

Niev West View Nursing Home
Street P0 Box 16',
i401 South
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K BECK
(502)753 1304

753-5312

(n

Call In Orders 753 7101

753-2202

r
.

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Chevron

1 entucky Fried Chicken

1415 W. Main

.

SOUTHERN STATES 7d
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE 4?

11(.,seci arc Ow
poor in spirit

900 Sycamore

Pro Shop

.• .

.

Auto Body iS rdrne odor'.
Established 1945

••

.

i.:I753 142:; ur , : 4 ',',..

FR.ATERNAL .ADV.ANTAGE
_ • MURRAY \MOSE

Arcade

•

A

/53 6168

4th

.

,.,.
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LAMB PLUMBING &
ME CH. CONTR. INC.
501 N

„

.

.
.-

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

'
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I ,,•.,

HOLLAND DRUGS

NV;• rn
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
A .., ,
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fasts.de Court Sour:ars. • Downtown Murray
15 -. Cosh Discount On Pres•roptions

PRESBYTERIAN
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Bowling
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CORVETTE LANES

. .. . .
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12th

Christ the Lord

Les 8 Pat Parrish — Owners

.
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.
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.

403 L.P. Miller Rd.

205 N

unto you this. day,
is born a Savior which

, f,or .

__,...,.. ,

•

.

- 7;71'..!
;

1..‘nn fgroy Road
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'STOCKADE
SIRLOIN `-'''.0
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-0440
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.

TAYLOR SEED CO.

''.; ,
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Hazel
492-8758
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Murray
753-4612
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Concrete
753-3540

FUNERAL E071ES -
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.

LUTHERAN

.

Milt
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FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO..
Building Blocks & Ready
East Main Street

.

'
.
.

Matthew 5:16

. ,. .
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•

,

/

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine before men,-that
they may see your good works, and gionty
your Father which is in heaven "

--

MOROI OF CHRIST

.

753-6656

PINTICOSTAL
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INDEPENDENT
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CATHOLIC

• •,

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm SuppliPs

EPISCOPAL
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1
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Blessed are the pure in hear :
for they shall see God.

•
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Mar-lane Ceramics ,..ch.,
c
& Gift Shop
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Hours: Tues. & Thur
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 •.m. to 10 •.m.
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Open 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
SAT SAINTS
.
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Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S. 9th Street
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.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
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Thornton Tile and Marble
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RUTHIE'S
ultUNIVERSITY GULF
tmor

...
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G ulf

NINIFINURRAY GULF
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
J
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Jesu.s. ,suith unto him, I am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
'nail cometh unto the lather,'
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John 14:6
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Speakers, music and activities for Sunday released by churches
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Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Feb. 10,
as follows:
First Christian
Mary Lee of Paducah and Voices
of Praise with William Hale as
director will conduct the 10:45 a.m.
service. Assisting will be Susie
Boeschel, Barbara Purslcy, Marie
Forrester, David Eldrdgc, Mike
Ridley, Benny Maddox, Terry Hart,
Robert Hopkins, Lynn Griffiths,
Ann McKee', Anita Poynor, Marilyn Stickler, Charlie Williams and
Don Wilson.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak about "Lydia: In the Right
Place at the Right Time" with
scripture from Acts 16:6-15 at
10:45 a.m. service and about "Acts:
The Gospel for all People" at 7
p.m. service. Assisting will be
Codic Caldwell, deacon of the
week, and Martha Moore for Recognition of WMU. Steve Littlefield
will direct the music with Pat
Wood and Tamara Outland as
accompanists. The Adult Handbells
will play and Linda ,Wright will
sing a solo at morning hour, and
Sanctuary Choir will sing at both

Elm Grove Baptist
Glendale Road
of music, will direct the music with
Church of Christ
Thc Rev. David Brasher, pastor, Janet Finch and Tonya Simmons as
John Dale, minister, will speak
will speak at II a.m. and 6:45 p.m
alcompanists. Carolyn Winchester
about "Bless You, Teachers" with services. Music will be directed by
will sing at morning hour.
scripture from II Timothy 2:1-2 at Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett.
University
9 a.m. service and about "Did Not and Teresa Suiter as accompanists
Church of Christ
Our Heart Burn Within Us?" with
Hazel Baptist
Steve Pylkas will speak at 10
scripture from Luke 24:28-36 at 6
The Rev. James T. Garland, pas
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Ernie
p.m. service. Jerry Bolls will direct tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6.30 Bailey will direct the song service.
the song service. Assisting will be p.m. services. Richard Vance will
Assisting will he Greg DeLancey,
George Patterson, Robbie Banker, be deacon of the week. Gene On
Ron Nelson, Glen Gibbs, Steve
Jerry Ainley, Chuck Adams, Jack *4,11 ler will direct the music with
McCuision. Nick Horton, Jesse
Rose, Steve Dublin, Joe Thornton, Oneida White and Roger Hutson as
Horton. Jay Morehad, Dan Davisr
Bob Hargrove, Jim Vaughan, Gene accompanists. The Choir will sing
Jerry Bectwell, Gearl Suitcr, Mack
Roberts, Chris Watson, Phil Hous- "Peace and Rest Medley" at mornHarris, Harold Grogan, Billy
den, Dudley Burton and Bobby ing hour.
Pritchard, Pete Waldrop and Jerry
Galloway.
South Pleasant Grove
Stark
West Fork Baptist
United Methodist
. St. Leo Catholic •
The Rev. Garton Sills, interim
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturpastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. serday and K and II a.m. and 8 p.m.
vices. His morning topic will be
p.m. services. Stanley Anderson
Sunday with Fr. Larry McBride as
will be deacon of week with Alvin "The Stones are Shouting" with
minister. Assisting will be Nathan
Usrcy as director and Janet Arnold scripture from Luke 19:29-40. TruReed. Karen Balzer, Linda Sheand Brenda Wyatt as accompanists. man Whitfield will direct the music
pard. Al Paluch. Lynn Fromm, VicThe Children's Choir will sing at 6 with Joan Cooper and lommy
tor
Fromm. Bill Shaffer, Cheryl
Gaines as accompanists. 1 he Choir
p.m.
will sing "He" at morning hour. Gressler. Larry Wheeler, Michael
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich, Assisting will be Gary Cooper, Stew. Paul and Lorraine Maggard,
pastor, will speak about "Trans- Darren Clark. Larry McClain, Mike Stepto, Nathan Hughes, Chris
Woods. Dana Dublett, Fred Sante,
Richard Nesbitt, Polk and. Edith
forming Power" with scripture
Ron Baker, Eldon Heathcott, David
from II Corinthians 3:12-4:2 at Story.
Heathcott, John Clark, Marie
Grace Baptist
10:30 a.m. service. Assisting will
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor, Clark. Chantal Weedman, Shawnte'
be Alice Witte, organist. Dieter
services.
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. Ray and Millie Nall.
Jedan, Gerald Kanachki, Gary PribGoshen United Methodist
First Presbyterian
James Rose will be deaservices.
now, Eric Schmeckpeper, Heather
1 he Rev. Susan AllsopRobert Veazey, student at ColJedan, and Leo and Ruby Behnke. con of the week. Kevin Rudicil
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
umbia Theological Seminary,
will direct the music with Dwane
New Concord
a.m.
service with Steve Sexton as
Decatur, Ga., guest speaker, will
Jones
and
Susan
as
accomJones
Church of Christ
lay assistant. Acolytes will be
talk about "Living Through The
panists. Special music at morning
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
Jamie Miller and Dana Parker.
Curse" with scripture from Matthat 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. hour will by Mr. Rudicil. The ordiRobert Cochrum will direct the
ew 13:44-50 at 10:45 a.m. service.
Assisting will be W.T. Patterson, nance of baptism will he observed
music. Others assisting will be
The Chancel Choir will sing an
Hugh Fuqua, Charles Stubblefield, at 6 p.m.
Michael Lovett, Pat Brunn and
anthem, "Thou Art the Way" with
Lake-Land
Apostolic
Jimmy Stabler, Ed Hendon, Larry
Donna Parker.
Michael Buerhaus as guest director
The Rev. James II. Vain- will
Martin, Darrell Mitchell, Junior
Kirksey United Methodist
and Pat Bomba as organist. AssistMcCage, Ike Allbritten and Ken- present a lesson, "Come Now. 1.4:1
The
Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
ing will be George Karnavas, Terry
Us
Reason
Together"
from
Isaiah
neth Gcurin,
will speak about "You Can't Love
Karnavas and Al Lindsey.
1:18 at 10 a.m. preachicgiteaching
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will session. Evangelistic service wilt God and Not Love Your Neighbor"
St. John's Episcopal
with scripature from Matthew
begin at 6 p.m.
speak about "The Spirit of CourThe Last Sunday after Epiphany
22:37, 39 at 11 a.m. service. Ron
Memorial Baptist
age" with scripture from Acts 4 at
will be observed with the Holy 9 and 10:50
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor. Pace will direct the music with
a.m. services and
Eucharist at K and 10:30 a.m. Fr. about "The Lord's Day" with scripwill speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. Clarice Norswothy and Janice Hays
Andre Trevathan will be celebrant
ture from Acts 20:6-7 at 6 p.m. ser- services. Assisting will he Mike as accompanists. The Youth Choir
and preacher. Assisting will be
will sing. Assisting will be Stephen
Farmer, minister of education and
vice. Tommy Scott will direct the
',aura Price, Kathy Mowery and.,, music with Patsy Neale, Kathy.
youth, and J.D. Outland, deacon of Norsworthy. Don Paschall, Keith
Norsworthy and Phill McCallon.
Barbara Ahienius.
Ligon and Susie Scott as accom- the week. Curt Simmons, Minister
Eastwood Baptist
panists. Kathy Ligon will sing a
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
solo at both morning services. The
speak.about "End of the Age" at 11
Adult Choir will sing "I'm Climba.m. service. Dave Dalton will con- ing Up the Mountain" at 10:50.
duct at seminar on "Hells Bells" at
Westside Quartet will sing at even6 p.m. service. Greg Mayall will
ing service.
direct the music with April Mack
First United Methodist
and Susan Reynolds as accompanA special service of congregaists. The Todd Family will sing at
tion's favorite hymns and anthems
11 a.m. Gunner Nance and Loma and special music with Kim Black
Borders will sing solos and Greg
as director and Joan Bowker as
By James H. Cain
and Dee Dee Mayall and April
organist at 10:50 a.m. service. SolMack will'sing as a trio at 6 p.m. os will be by Kim Black, Ann
Assisting will be the Rev. Steve
Doran and Randall Black; violin
Todd, the Rev. Randolph Allen, solo by Scott Conklin; duets by
Rick Beam, Brent Evans, Calvin
Jeanne Smith and Betsy Trevathan,
Todd, Max Dowdy, John Brittain, and Randall and Kim Black. The
Anthony Manning. Bob Tanner, Men's Quartet and Chancel Choir
David Lee and Michael Cutini.
will sing selections.
.1. Faith small enough for man to understand is usually too small to get
the job done. Suggested by Kathie Miller.
2. The leader "knows" the way,"goes" the way and "shows- the way.
3. God wants great men to be small enough to he used.
4. The Christian can see more on his knees than the college professor
By H,C. CHILES
can see on his tiptoes.
I HE FRIEND .AT MIDNIGHT
plea for forgiveness, and a plea for
5. The only thing that is improved by breaking is the sinner's heart.
protection from temptation and for
Luke 11:5-13
6. Many with tons of religion have not one ounce of salvation.
Christ's example emphasized the
7. Every heart without Christ is a mission field. Every heart with
deliverance from the power of
nr\ilegc, the power, and the blessSatan..
Christ is a missionary'.
ing ol prayer, and prompted one of
The Promise —
the disciples to make the earnest
Luke 11:9-13
plea, "Lord, teach us to pray." In
Christ followed the parable with
answer to that plea. Christ gave
the assurance which has comforted
them the prayer which had to do
the hearts of innumerable people
with the whole range of human
through these intervening centuries.
need, temporal and spiritual. It was
a model of brevity, simplicity, and
He also stressed the point that
Christians should persevere in their
comprehensiveness. In it three
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
praying. "Keep on asking and it
things are indicated -- relationship,
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
shall be given to you. Keep on
"Our Father," reverence, "HalU.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal
seeking and you shall find. Keep
lowed be thy name," and resignaon knocking and it shall be opened
tion, "Thy will be done."
unto you." This is not a picture of
The Parable —
how God answers prayer, but of
Luke 11:5-8
In these verses Christ gave His -how the children of God should
offer prayer. Just as earthly fathers
followers a specific lesson on
759.1515
Since /979
are ready and willing to give good
importunity and perseverance in
gifts to their children when they
praying. How simple. and yet how
ask for them, our heavenly Father
profound is that wonderfully
will supply our daily needs if we
human and homely story! The
earnestly and persistently ask Him
embarrassed host had a real sense
to do so. Why should we be slow
of need. He also had a friend to
in claiming such wonderful
whom he could go. He firmly
warn D rOv
1 NI
promises?
believed this friend could and
c CO*.,( SAC r(
ca.
IMO./•
TOet•
ma%
Those who have made the greatwould 'help, him. lie went to his
est impact on the world and left the
friend personally and directly. tie
best influence behind them have
was specific, persistent, and unselfbeen men and women of prayer. In
ish in his asking. It was the need of
addition to being a glorious prianother which made him ask. Intervilege, prayer is a duty which we
cession, which is born of the needs
own to God, to others, and to
of others, is the highest form of
ourselves. The kind of praying
prayer. We should be persistent in
which pleases God enriches our
prayer because God is moved in
lives and greatly benefits those
our importunity in asking. Let us
The 10th of each month is a ‘ery Miportant day to you:
over whom we have an influence.
pray' for both our spiritual and
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
Converse of the soul with God canMaterial needs! Our prayers should
not be overemphasized.
the 10th ol the month in order to pay their bill.
include a request for daily bread, a
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
6 a.m.-10 p.m.
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
Daily
up the difference.
e5t urart 12th & Sycamore
Please pay your carrier promptly betore the 10th ol each
Month. They depend on you to write their pay L'Ileck.
Collection time can be an inconvenience lor you and wur
carrier.
So paying by mail is a simple way to as old the bother of
monthly collection.

Christian Science
Services will be at 11 a.m. Sunday and 730 p.m each second
Wesdnesday.
Coldwater United Methodist
Dr. Robert larless, interim pas.
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with Rex Smith as song leader and
Jimmy Wilson as piamst.
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Jerry fiendley, pastor,
will speak at II a m. and 6 p m
services..
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darin Slum, pastor.
will speak at i I a.m. and 6 p 111
services.

Poplar Spring Baptist
The key. Dennis Norvel. pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Mark
Hardison will direct the music. The
Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor of St
John Baptist Church. will speak
and St. John will have the ITIUM1. ;I!
7 p m. service.
Coldwater -Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor.
wil! speak at !1 am. and 6
services. Etobhy Manning will
direct the music with Marge West
and Jennifer Cuip as accompanists
Coles tamp Ground
United Methodist
I he Rev Kendrick Lewis. pas
tor. will speak at 9 a m.
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with Donald Williams as song
leader and Dean Siephenson as
pianist.
Cherry Corner Baptist
1 he Rev Charles Anderson, pastor, will speak at II am and 6
p.m services
Temple Hill
a
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick ',evils. pastor, will speak at l( a m service
with Loma lirirkit,s as music
duo.
!sew Mt. Carmel Baptist
1 he Rev Sammy ( urmingham,
pastor. will sp,iak at 11 a m. and 6
p.m Se!il0,
will be by
Bohhy Mcador and Brenda
Roberts
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
Calyir: Clark, pastor,
will speak at 9.4s a.m. service with
Ped - Wriirdsas sung leader and
Dotii'liy Brown as
Independence
United Methodist
•
11,c
Kei,dick. 1 ewis. nis
tor, w!II speak at 11 a.m service
with Richard Dowdy as song leader
and Patricia Lassiter as pianist
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Calloway wins fourth in five tries, downs Hickman

By JIM LITKE
Associated Press

By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger
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N19nica bans driyes the baseline during first half action of Calloway•s 60-56 bictirr. oyer Hickman (ounty Thursday night. Ey ans hit four 3-pointers to score 12 points for tbe lad'. Lakers. who improyed to .504)
;in the %r,i,

Times Asot Spon• Editor

The Calloway County Lady Lakers have been putting their opponents
to sleep lately, and after their fourth victory in their last five outings, the
Lady Lakers may be a sleeper team in the East Region.
Calloway moved to the .500 mark with a 60-56 win over Hickman
County in a well-played contest Thursday at Jeffery Gymnasium_ The win
pushed Calloway to 8-8, after the Lakers had a 4-7 mark.
Hickman County had some impressive credentials entering Thursday's
contest. The Lady Falcons carried an 18-4 mark into the game. and had
won the All-A girls' regional.
Teams like Hickman arc making the Lady Lakers better, according to
coach Pete O'Rourke, and some of their success seems to be rubbing off
on the Lady Lakers.
"The key to the game was that we knew they were a good basketball
and if you look at Our schedule, we have played nothing but excellent
basketball teams," O'Rourke said. "In my opinion, it's got to rub off. The
more competition you play, the better you've got to have to be."
With two district wins and wins over Hickman and Paducah Tilghman,
the Lady Lakers are showing that they could be a factor in the First Region, if they continue to improve.
"We're a good team that hasn't found itself yet," O'Rourke said. "We
had a good hallgame tonight. We played good defense. and we got some
help from our bench."
Calloway also was playing short-handed Thursday, as three Lady Lak
ers missed the contest, two because of illness and one because of a death
in the familty.
Anne Paul earned the way for the Imdy Lakers early in the contest. She
tossed in 15 of her game-high 23 points in the first half, as she posted up
inside and took the ball to the glass against the Lady Falcons.
Calloway did trail by as much as nine early in the second period, but
with Hickman leading 24-16. two more Lady Lakers got into the action.
Paul scored on a 3-point play inside to cut the leady to 24-19, and Valerie
Shelton split the defense with a drive and scored.
Monica Evans buried a 3-pointer for the Lady Lakers to tie the game at
24, and after Paul answered a Hickman score with a stick hack. Lvans
sank another ".3" to give Calloway. the lead. callovsa!, he on to a 31 32
lead at halftime.
Hickman opened the third period by outscoring Callow av 7-3, behind
rive points from Ashley Rodgers. But Paul hit a turnaround. and another
(Coned on page 11,

Middle schoolers close year as tournament awaits
Statt Report
..*C19•F &

Tofftell

klLE SCHOOLS
:

aLn Dan.
very
::a
• c•

Joe S'.onec:,-h.er said
_

"Both teams got down the floor.
Stonecipher said the Lakers
.00ked at the Tornado as a warm for Riurney play.
-We wanted to close the year
with a compeitive basketball team
to see how we stacked up going
into the tournament," he said.
Thomas Hornbuckle tossed in 15
to lead Calloway. while Jay Herndon added 13 for the Lakers.

9th GRADE
.f- he Laker freshmen lost at
Graves County, 43-36, Wes Cogsdell led the Lakers„voth
points.
In Lady Laker action earlier this
week. Calloway defeated Lone Oak
49-34. Valerie Shelton tossed in 20
and Marti N1cClard pitched in 15
for Calloway as the Lady Lakers
improved to 8-2.

Vegas, Arkansas prepare for
weekend showdown with wins
The Associated Press
uses 1. \L./ is
iI
'
,..,.arnonate of

,—
ac-.•

Inc belief of an
•onserver.. Fresno State
Gars Con.
tedlv the hest
pa: t;gether on the
Co,son said Thurstop -ranked LNLV
n.s Bdogs 113-6.4 in
S.;,rida's showdown
de'.end,ng charnpicin
and second -ranked
Lollege team ,n
s.an, neat them on a
C!ilson added.

If that N true, the Razorbacks,
23-1 and winners of 20 straight
games after an 81-74 victory over
Houston, may have a chance. Sunday's game is at Fayetteville.
where homcstanding Arkansas is
hoping to feast on a team that has
won 30 in a row.
"Coach said that Houston is the
table setter and Vegas is the
meal,— Arkansas center Oliver
Miller said in repeating the words
of Nolan Richardson. "We had to
set the table tonight.
"All you hear at)out is Vegas,
Vegas. Vegas. We had to prove a
point in the conference tonight. and
now Vegas is the big game."
While Arkansas feels confident
about home cooking. UNLV isn't
afraid to come to the table at Barn-

hill Arena.
"Our guys are used to playing in
front of crazy. hostile crowds."
UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian said.
"Our kids respond pretty go.od to
that.
"I think they have a great ballTarkanian said of the
Razorbacks. "I ihink we have
played , with more consistency.
'However, in that hallgame,
they're gonna be just as intense.
just as consistent. I think the things
that have put us above them will be
neutralized.•'
Llsev.here in games involving
ranked teams, No. 4 Indiana beat
Northwestern 105-74, No. 5 Arizona lost to Southern California
87-83, No. 6 Duke beat No. 11 Vir(Coned on page 11)

Charlotte happy to host All-Stars
,

.

Geor.g4,- as t
r; iVC when he
to bring the NBA to the
;n:.11 the only franchises it
re;eive would have golden
rhario:tc
playing nost
All Star ...ekend with
if tans cor,,,,dered among
n the . league.
.-,.rd,year of exis-

a success story on the court. But
by any other measuring stick, they
are a rousing success. They have
the highest season-ticket base in
the NBA with 21,000 holders, plus
a waiting list for 5,000 more, and
there have been 96 straight sellouts
of 23,901, the largest Capacity in
the league.
And the fans don't just follow
the team with respectful applause.
"This place just reeks basketball," All-Star forward Kevin

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health

McHale of the Boston Celtics said.
Mcliale said All-Star Games
don't particularly spark his competitive fires, "but you couldn't ask
for a better place to play basketball. At this stage in my career, I
never know if it might be my last
one."
Mcliale - is a reserve forward on
an Eastern Conference team that
will be missing elected starters
Isiah Thomas and Larry Bird. Bernard King and Joe Dumars will
replace Bird and Thomas in the
starting lineup that also includes
Michael Jordan, Patrick Ewing and
Charles Barkley.
The West starters are forwards
Chris Mullin and Karl Malone,
center David Robinson and guards
Magic Johnson and Kevin Johnson.
West coach Rick Adelman's
reserves include three of his own
Portland players -- Terry Porter,
Clyde Drexler and Kevin Duckworth. Also on the roster arc James
Worthy. Tom Chambers, John
Stockton and Tim Hardaway.
Boston coach Chris Ford's
reserves for the East arc Ricky
Pierce, Alvin Robertson, Dominique Wilkins, Mcliale, Robert
Parish, Brad Daugherty and Hersey
Hawkins.

EVANSTON, Ill. ---- Just like
always. he did it his way. And
like almost always, Bob Knight
won.
Three years ago. the two
dozen electors for the Basketball
Hall or Fame passed Knight
over on his first appearance on
the ballot, and the mercurial
one, calling it "a slap in the
face," demanded that his name
he withdrawn from future
consideration.
But last October a committee
of the hall changed the rules
and put Knight back on the
ballot against his wishes. And
Thursday, almost certainly with
some trepidation,- the same electors went along and voted to
tiring him in out of the cold.
If Knight seemed humbled
upon hearing the news. it's
because he was.
"When a coach is honored.
it's an honor for all the players
who played for him." he said.
"A player enters the hall on
his abilities, A coach enters on
the ability of his players."
Minutes after Indiana hammered lowly Big Ten rival
Northwestern, Knight was asked
when and why his attitude toward the Hall had changed, and
he responded with an uncharacteristically long, rambling
answer.
Ile began by talking about
the need to make a statement,
hut then shifted course and
talked about how, once he really thought about it, too many
people had invested too much
in him to turn this singular
honor down.
He talked about how one of
ihe men who played for him at
Army two decades ago now
was commanding a battlion in
the Persian Gulf and ho W he
might read about Knight's election in- the coming days and
say to himself with a smile, "I
had something to do with this."
And he talked about how he
had driven legendary' coach
Clair Bee to the hall for Bee's
own induction cerernony a few.
years back and spent most of
the ride trying to Convince his
mentor that there was no shame
in getting elected as a ''contributor'' to the Mlle instead of
as a coach.
From there he went on
another few minutes. but the
only thing that became clearer
the longer Knight went on was
how much he had wanted this
honor all along
And. as it turns out, getting
him inside the building was the
easy part. The real work begins
with trying to decide which
artifacts from his storied career
go on display.
Do you emphasize the
triumphs or the tantrums'?
Do you go after his 1984
Olympic gold medal or the
folding chair he launched across
the Assembly Hall floor the
very next season?
The 1.976 NCAA championship trophy (one of three he
earned) or the rap sheet following his scuffle with a Puerto
Rican cop at the Pan Am
Games a few. years later?
A Coach of the Year plaque
(he has five) or the tampon
Knight left in a locker to let
one of his players know he
thought him a wimp'?
Though the hall's curators
will concern themselves only
with the former, they should
really go after both. Few coaches - or people in any
profession, for that matter --segue from success to excess
and back again with the clearheaded purpose and hard-hearted
charm as the red-sweatered
Knight.
During games, Knight is
focused (consumed might be a
better choice) in much the same
way that General Patton was
focused looking out across a
battlefield. And while overstated,
the comparison is not entirely
inappropriate, given Knight's
fascination with military history
and near -absolute disdain for
protocol and consequences.
Through the years, he has
(Coned on page II)
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West With three rounds to go ir the lived:1y
go hole tournament, they shared a two snot
advantage over rookie Jim McGovern
McGovern. who played on the Bon Hogan Tour
last season, shot 67 at the Palmer cows. and
!MONK, two rounds at 133 Robert Gamer, the
first round leader with a 64 at Indian Wells, shot
a 70 at the Palmer course and was tied at 134
with Corey Pawn Bob Tway and David
Edwards Pawn had a 69 at La Guinn.),
Edwards 65 at Indian Wells arid lway 68 at the
Palmer course

Basketball
SPRING,I& ID. Mess - Indians coach Bob
Knight and late NBA commissioner Larry
0 Brien, who each once shunned **clan, were
among se men selected to the Basketball Hal
of Fame Also elected were guard Tiny Archi
bald. centers Dave Cowens and Hairy Gallatin
and the late Larry F leisher. who founded the
NBA Players Association The group will be
inducted in May A seventh member will be cho
sen by a committee formed to recognize intw
national basketball
Washington guard Bernard
NEW YORK
King and Detroit guard Joe Dumezs will be star
tors for the E sit team in Sunday's NBA Ail Star
game King replaces Boston's Larry Bird and
Diluents replaces teammate Isiah Thomas Bird
and Thcmas were selected as starters in fan
balloting. but were forced to withdraw because
of iniunee Meanwhile. guard Hersey Hawkins
of the Philadelphia 76ers was named to replace
Bad on the East team

Football
San Francisco 49ers wide
ST LOUIS
receiver Jerry Rice has been named NFL player
of the year by The Spoiling News Rice, who
tied an NI l record with Iwo touchdown recap
tons in a game against Atlanta. is the second
straight 49ers payer to win the aware last
year. quarterback Joe Montana received the
honor Miami Dolphins offensive tackle Rich
mond Webb was chosen rookie of the year
He's the first rookie tackle selected to play in
lhe Pro Bowl

Baseball
Mike Greenwell received the
NEW YORK
biggest contract in Boston Red Sox history,
agreeing to a four year deal worth approximate
ly $12 million Greenwell, 21, had threatened to
become a free agent after the 1992 season it
he didn't get a muleyear deal this winter He
made $1,225,000 in 1990 Greenwiell ha 297
tast season with 14 homers and 73 RBIs Six
other players in arbitration agreed to one year
deals, reducing the number remaining in arts
tration to 64 Cincinnati shortstop Barry Larkin
more than doubled his salary to $2 1 million
Larkin, who made $835.000 in 1990. batted
301 in 1990 with seven homers and 67 RBIs
Four nght hander pitchers also settled Kirk
McCaskill doubled his salary, agreeing to a
one-year contract with trio California Angels
worth $2 I million Mike Henneman tripled his
salary when Detroit agreed to $1 I million and
Chris Bosio and Milwaukee agreed to
$875.000 Right hander Pete Smith and Atanta
settled at $365,000 Outfielder Otis Nixon and
1.4ontreai scared at $585,000

Tennis
John Mci rep* defeated
SAN FRANCISCO
Marti Kratzmann 64, 16 tl 5; to advance to
the quarterfinals of the Volvo San Francisco
tournament David Pate ousted second seeded
Andres Gomez 1 6, 6 4. 6 2 un a second round
match Other winners were No 6 Darren Cahill.
5 7, 6 4, 6 3 over Gaillaurhe RaOux. and No 7
Wally Masur. 6 3 6 3 over Ramesh Krishnan
Mll AN Italy - Cristiano Cantti of Italy upset
top seeded Ivan lend! 64, 16, 16 (I 3) to
reach lbequarierlinais of the Moan indoor tour
narnent In another second round upset. Jan
Gunnarson of Sweden beat third seeded Andrei
Chesnokov of the Soviet Union 6-4, 6 3
OSLO. Norway -- fop seeded SaPine Appel
mans of Belgium beat Noble van lotturn o'
France 7 5, 63 and second seeded Raftaet.a
Fieggi ot Italy defeated &mine Gene of Ger
many 6 2, 6 3 in 'he second rOund of the Oslo
Open Third seeded Catarina Lindqvist of Save
den beat Kataryna Nowak of Poland 60, 60
. WELLINGTON New lealaodLouise Fiy
Of Australia eliminated second seeded Wisrue
Probst of Germany 6 4 6 3 in the second round
of the Fernleal Classic Top seeded Leila
Meshki of the Soviet Union beat Cammy Mac
Gregor of La Ouinta. Calif 6.3, 7.6 17 41
GUARWA Brazil -- Shun) Matsuoka defeated
Radolphe GilDee ot France 6.4, 6 2 in the guar
terlinals of the Chevrolet tournament in
another quarterfinal march. Patrick Baur of Ger
many beat Uruguay s Diego Perez 01 Uruguay
1613 in

hora.ri Trumps money woes
ATLANTA
may force the ,ueavywougrl champuOnShip grt
Hay
between George Foreman, and f
field - scheduled tor Aprili9 .r Vanlic City
to be shifted to Las Vegas a week later one o'
the promoters said CO promoter Bob Arum ot
Top Rank Inc madh the comment following a
news conference attended tip bOth fighters arid
the other promoter Dan Duva of Main Events
He said it appears the 'ignt w.li be hid April 26
at Caesars Palace The promoters were guar
antetwi $11 m .,ior by I rump to hold the light at
Pus Trump Piaza in Atlantic Cityfbut Arum said
Trump told h T. Monday he would attempt to
, nvipMe a war. clause" in 'ne. contract and rene
gocate the tee to a •eooled $S muluOn

CINCINNATI - An appeals court upheid the.
drug arid Ix conviction of Thomas P Goose
who went to prison for hiding Pete Roses
racetrack winnings from tax authorities Goose
was convicted in September 1989 of conspiring
to distribute cocaine, conspiring to defraud the
government and filing a false income tax return
in 1987 He was accused of claiming Rose's
Winning $47,646 Pik Six ticket on his income
takes so the former Cincinnati manager
wouldn't have to pay higher taxes
DETROIT - Former Detroit lions lineman
Reggie Rogers is free after a year in prison for
the traffic deaths of three teenagers in 1988
Rogers was convicted in Oaidand County Cir
cut Court of involuntary manslaughter and
served a year at Camp Brighton outside Def,ckT
before being released Wednesday

T

Skiing
Guntle Swan 01
VAL DI Eit 4414.4i
Swden held oh de'endieg champion Vlad.mir
SMum04 of the Soviet Unice, by 4 9 seconds to
capture the mens 130 iiomieter classical siy.e
cross-couniry race in the Wend NOrti,C. ChampiOnStlupS Sian f,risrud it 1 hOur, 16 minutes.
'me '86 n124 seCOriids On the hen a.
course It was a •ecceo Sftv41^- #ei,hd chat'D
#.• a a so wor
onship tor 'hi, 29 yea'
the 30K ir "085

Track and Field
o'
•
MEL BOUTLNI
Australia set Inc 30tni word nes: of re,
weln a lime ot 1 1 minutes 51 26 seconds ritra
a meet at 0,y-upc Park trim
3,000 meters
m•ng a most '1 S•COnds oft. 'be maei
1 200 61 Set by Beate Anders o' Germany Her
:west effort aiso ec:ipsed tne previous recort o'
29 woriii recorns arid bests set by f ^^
middle arid :long distance ruririer PilAVO
ir the 197,s

Golf
INDIAN WELLS, Cab( - Tim Simpson oircted
nine hoses, including bye in a row, and moved
i1110 a share of the 36 hole lead wee_ Mark
O Meara in the Bob Hope Classic with an
8 under par 64 and a 13-under 131 total Sirnp
son played at Bermuda Dunes, one of four
desert courses used for the Tee tour rounds
O'Meara shot 65 at trie Palmer ceurse ar PGA

UNLV
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Coming Soon...

Premiere
health and Fitness Club
[niversitN Square

759-9999

BOAT & SPORTS SHOW
JACKSON, TENNESSEE CIVIC CENTER
The 5th Annual .West Tennessee
Boat & Sports Show
February 14, 15, 16 & 17, 1991
'4-

p m Thursday '4-10 p.m. Friday
p rn Saturday 'Noon-6 p.m. Sunday
$2.00 Childs . 12-6; -- Under 6 Free
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"I'm a defensive coach," O'Rourke said. "But Coach Greer and C;ia,li
Pigg have gotten through my head that we play a better zone
to play with what you've got."
Another key to the Lady Laker turnaround has been the piay ll
as the freshman has done a nice job of running the club at
got her first start five games ago and has been in dgame since.
"Strtk:s really helped us," O'Rourke said. "She's taken a
off Darra Mitchell, and Darra's playing better as well "
Everyone is playing better, leaving O'Rourke a ha; ;
year at the high school level.
"I can't complain about the way we played tonight," he saii!
want some respect, and now we've gotten back to .500.
start to get some."
NEXT: Calloway travel to Carlisle County next I
JV: The Lady •Laker junior varsity was a 37-31 w inn 7 h
•C
dolph and Krista Stalls each tossed in eight points.
boardwork
Laker
Lady
Marti McClard led the
•

8.?

Boys
au...ogress Conl•rence Touraarnani
Cinemploneh•
S. %di•
.
46 i.
Au, A C4empc
gu .4# Round

r

HICKMAN COUNTY
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Hickman County 156) -- Tarr 19, Rodgers •5
FT 710
Caioway County 1601 - Paul 21, Shelton '9,
Ouckle. Mitchell, Randolph, Stalls, V Buoy F G
Records -- Hickman County 18-5, Calloway

Stets...do Scone
Aluior Si. 5,4ns# • '1 ,49.v'.•avesSi. 51 h, ant'
,Awn,"• V.
•- ,
•
(9,60e
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20x40 Stocked Trout Pond For The Kids .)
& Young At Heart - All Tackle Furnished Take Your Fresh Caught Trout Home

Bats i:

Evans 14, Warl', 2
26. FT 6/12
88

AqUari4,7r,
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- i -4 uriting
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Art

former assistant.s. the most
notable being Duke's Mike
Krzyzewski, are head coaches in
the college ranks today.
He may not have been happy
with .the way it came about,
but there is ample reason to
say that Knight's my-way-or-the
highway approach is the reason
his road to the hall took a few
detours.
No matter. When the induction ceremonies take place in
May, Knight will finally be
where he belongs. Let's just
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Practice

Concentrating In Personal Injur? & Worker's Comp.
NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
IS AN A DVER I ISEMEN1, K.LNIL:C7KY LAW DOES NO I CERTIFY
SPECIALTIES OF LEGAL PRACI ICE.
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*** FREE Mounting and Computer Balancing ***
*** FREE Rotation Every 8,000 Miles ***

RACER BASKETBALL
DOUBLEHEADER

NM IMP IM1 •••

'COUPON'

vs.
Eastern Kentucky
Men Tipoff at 7:30 pm
Lady Racers at 5:15 pm
Don't Miss the Special Halftime Show
Sponsored by J.H. Churchill Funeral home
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641 N
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four 'months. - And having turned
50 last October. it is probably
too late in the day ta...expeet
Knight. to change.
And yet, his influence on
other aspects of the game has
been undeniable. Knight has
been a winner. Everywhere and
anywhere, as a player and
coach, with talent and without,
always by the rules.
Through six seasons of calling
the shots- at Army and: 20 now
at Indiana, he' has never had a
losing one. A baker's dozen of

(Coned from page 10)
ginia 86-74, No. 9 North Carolina
beat North Carolina State 90-72,
No. 12 Southern Mississippi beat
Appalachian State 98-74, No. 14
UCLA beat Arizona State 64-44,
No. 17 Utah beat Hawaii 80-60,
and No. 25 Michigan State lost to
Iowa 71-67.
Larry Johnson scored 23 points
to lead UNLV to its 30th straight
victory over two seasons. Travis
Bice made five of six 3-pointers fpr
the defending national champions
(19-0 overall and 11-0 in the Big
West) to finish with 15 points.
Wilbert Hooker led Fresno State
(10-11, 5-7) with 20 points, Dave
Barnett had 17 and Doug Harris 14.
Todd Day scored 30 points and
Lee Mayberry's 3-pointer „highlighted a 15-0 run, rallying Arkansas (10-0 in the Soutwcst Conference) to a victory that ended Houston's home winning streak.
Houston (14-7, 6-4) led 67-63
with 7:22 to play, but didn't score
for 6:48 while the Razorbacks had
their run, taking the lead for good
on Mayberry's second 3-pointer of
the game with 5:23 to play.
Derrick Smith and Alvaro Tehran scored 20 points apiece for the
Cougars and Miller added 16 for
the Razorbacks.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Calloway is also handling the ball better, leading the way ;or thc
offense to perform better.
"We're trying to play as a team, and one of the things we need to do is
cut down on our turnovers," O'Rourke said. "We were conimit:irig too
many turnovers. We need to keep working on fundamentals,"
Lady Laker defense to playing more /one.
• O'Rourke has adjusted
and he's happy with the way they are playing it. The Lady Laker lone 111
the third quarter helped squeeze the Hickman offense.
O'Rourke admits that he would prefer playing more man to niltl
after listening to assistant coaches James Pigg and TomIti, (irecr ric's
accepted the zone.

Sports Writer ...
(Cont'd from page 10)
grabbed his own players and
shoved them into chairs, taunted
them, pulled their scholarships
and, on one memorable occasion
nearly four years ago, pulled
them off the floor with 15
minutes left in an exhibition
contest against the Soviet
National team.
He has treated reporters, fans.
officials and the grrtle's higherups with less deference than
that. He has been forced to
apologize less in a
quarter-century ..of coaching than
has Victor Kiam in the last

SCOREBOARD ,

(Coned from page 10)
Evans 3-pointer put Calloway up 41-39, and the Lady Lakers msed the
quarter by outscoring Hickman 13-2 to take a 49-41 lead into ttle fo,Irth
Hickman cut the lead to two early in the fourth, put Paul sio
pass from Shelton to give the Lady Lakers a four-point lead
make one trip down the floor with a chance to tie. hut
Shelton picked off a Lady Falcon pass.
The Lady Falcons were forced to foul and foul quick hei.41,se the
Lady Lakcrs were not in the txmus yet, and after four \tfalgt iilui Cal
loway committed a turnover, and Hickman' s Melissa Spears sank a free
throw with 26 seconds left that pulled the Lady Falcons witfr, t!lrec
But with the Lady Lakcrs leading 57-54, Shelton was foulcd and \Aunt
to the line with 17 seconds left and sealed the kiLtory with two tree
throws. After a Hickman score, Shelton hit another !rue
expired for the victory.
Paul tossed in 23. Shelton tossed in 19 and Evans hit F,r
12 points. Lori Tarr led the Lady Falcons wit 19
Paul's inside play, Evans 3-point accuracy,
ing the basketball to the goal gave Calloway d
"We ran an offense designed for our 3-point
O'Rourke'said. "When our 3-point shooters are ho:.
to pi,
and we've been working with Anne all year. We war:: ll,c
K
Julie
and
Anne,
the low post, because we feel
shots
inside."
good
have
(Hornbuckle)
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Murray

HOLLAND TIRE
COMPANY
East Main and Industrial Road
753-5606

ser

Mon.-Wed. Specials
Whitefish Fillet $3.79
Chopped Steak $3.79
Grilled Chicken $3.79
h..

Calloway wins ...

PA(4. 11

With slaw, roNs or hushpuppies
choice of potato
Lan.m.maiLiamma.asaaamaamaa.A.

The first 1,000 in attendance will receive a frcc Jeff Martin trading card
compliments of Wagner Moving and Storage.
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'omm isels*ner's Sale
The Common w cal th of Kentus ky . Collo* al. Circuit Court William S k s and
1. Ind R Pits. husband and wife, PlAintift, s erste:. Charles E Taylor and MAY!.
A Taslor. hushaed and wife. and Hopkinseille Federal Sas ings Bank.
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or
College.
their
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COMPUTER Dating
i_eave name and number
753 8'87'answers as Mur
ray 'a.

VCR Service
\II ii,,,nd.
Ward-Elkins

AUDITIONS for Back
Street Station beginning
Feb 2 Auditions tor talent
ao have the opportunity to
perform for Back Street
Station in future shows
The finalists will compete
for prizes For further nfor
matpon cal 527 3482 or
354 6590 Located 330
Poplar Benton Ky

and everyone.
Mrs.

753-1713
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g Gene & Jo's
lp Florist 44
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FOUND small white te
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ACT NOWl Excellent
wages' Spare time as
sembly Easy work at
home No experience Call
1 504 641 7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours including
Sunday
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gear

65-

Mori:fay-Friday
Items to be
Auctioned

Needed
Immediately!
sell
,- consignment No
-Da.e
No Charge

173

lie was in high

9:30a - 0.30a -'1

•Food from local arid
area restaurants &
grocers
-Ciothing

park;
It's the fiftieth
birthday
Of old
John
Clark./

1-800-334-1203
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AUTOMOTIVE clean up
\retied. rcliahle and truci
worth/. Indic'dual I,,r hUsN car
wholesale sAirnisatiN Call for
apranntmmu 912 417 4127

EXPERIENCED LPN to
medical doctors (deice Also
needed combination
secretary receptionist with
experience in medical in
surance dictation and
bookkeeping References
required Send resume to
PO Boa 749 Murray Ky
42071
'EXTRA INCOME -9r•
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Miami. FL' 33261
FULL or part time position
in deferent phases of coin
laundry and dry cleaning
Comfortable and happy
working conditions No ex
per ience necessary We
will train Hours flexible
Mon Sat Drop by and core
plete application at Boone s
Cleaners 605 Maw Murray
Ask for Tony
HIRING for waiters wait
resses and dishwasherExperienced preferred
Apply lo person at August
Moon Restaurant in
Olympic Plaza 759 4653
HIRING pressers No ex
perience required Apply in
Feb 9th
person Sat
Noon 2prn only Big
Cleaners Central Shopping
Center
MAINTENANCE helper
Temporary may work into
fell time or part time posi
non Prefer general mainte
nance experience and
background Apply in per
son at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View pr
EOE
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a lob'? A
GED7 Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma •You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E OE This
praect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Ot Sc.hoce
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m

DP Air Geer exercise bike
couch chair and coffee
table 753 0584
FORMAL gowns One fu
chia with sequins size 9,10
1 pink with white lace size
7'8 753 4130
KIRBY Vacuum repair
bags belts and hoses New
and used vacuum cleaners
Jerry s Sporting Goods 6th
and Walnut Mayfield Days
247 4704
nights
247 6663

V

ii

%1111.10`selltES e111 •
LIONA !RES
's ill Itsi'S.CANilltY IS BACK
1% %It RkAle.
herliCs
Safe I Phameisy

a

SPA for sale 753 3488 at
ter 6pm
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
15s
Appliances
GE matching set washer'
dryer Excellent condition
$150 firm 753 4200 '

3 SETS of custom made
cornice boards and drape
ries Fits windows 32' wide
hoot length navy, gold and
white 753 3257
BEDROOM fureevae
dresser with mirror. night
.etaref .and twin bed.$226- - P each,' gr ayf*hite twin
comforter with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40, full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls Ien bike with
training wheels $15 Yen
avocado electric stove,
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm
BROYHILL sofa bed
couch beige 753 4450 at
ter 7pm Fri' all day Sat
COUCH and chair gun ca
binet
office desk
753 9822

SUPER single waterbed
CHURCH CONSULTANT
Bookcase headboard hea
United Church Directories
ter pad chemicals arid
is looking for a hardvvork
rails $150 753 4359 after,
ing success oriented inch
3pm
viduai to work part time in a
sates public relatiens posi
NOW taking applications
lion Must have morning
for day shift T J s Bar B
arid evening twours avail
Que 806 Chestnut Murray
able Our 26 years of exper
Please apply in person be
ience has proven that to
1 YEAR old female Setter
males as steel as males are hveen .2 5pm
terddog Call 753 741.0 at
equally successful You will RELIABLE babysitter ter 6pm
be contacting area chur .needed for 131no baby
(
2.:1,El. 700 Remeig
• 270 10
ches of all faiths Bonuses
Call 759 4653'or 753 5129
ton EIL-e_ 4 16 Charles
gas allowance incentive Ask for Cathy
Daily scope
Tritronic
programs and expense
paid training school Send RN'or LPN needed for full (electric) correctional col
resume to Floyd Braun PO time position in Aiergy lar 759 1084
Box 407 St Mary s OH Clinic Send resurne to Rt
2 Box 39 Murray Ky
45885
42071
DRIVERS Must be 18
years of age Have own STAFF writereeporter for
bi weekly newspaper Must A I A Firewood Seasoned
vehicle and proof of inter
ance Apply in 'person at own and be proficient in the oak $'25 delivered
use of 35mm camera Must 492 8254
Dominoes Pizza
also be able to perform dark
EASY Work, Excellent Pay' room duties Send resume FIREWOOD for stove and
fe(rnace Seasoned and
Read books at home Call to PO Box 410 Benton Ky
gree(nwood Cut to your or
1 900 847 7878 or Write
42025 0410
der 753 9808 474 8086
PASE 187D 161 Lincoln
UP to $15 hour processing
way N Aurora IL 60542
A FIREWOOD for sale
mail weekly check guaran
437 4667
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
FIREWOOD for sale Also
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
tree service 436 2562
436 2758

•M•crowave
• • lances

1 mile from Murray
on 94E
753-0079 or
436-5464

is
now
offering
Hallfield
frames.
Call us for all your
framing needs.
753-13809

A freelance writer needed
for statewide farm news
paper 10 °Over activities in
Western Kentucky Call
1 800 448 1475 The Far
mers Pride

But now he's in

-Gas
-Prescnottoh drugs
-Certificates &
grt
items

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair

ALUSON
PHOTOGRAPHY

LOST 2yr old male Boxer
Cadwater vicinity Brindle
and white wearing red col
lar 489 2514

•

SON INC.

....

C Henderson

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP
in operation at

Rieel !RID TO ASSI SIF AM) PAN ALL
Sel 1)11)k THE 1-15CAi YE AR
AND

"• "
:
e

; .1
It gives her a chili.
She's over the hill.
It's Sandy.
She's dandy.

Heart for Only

'7.99

henefes at reasonable

thc and hereiri„iris es ed. see Plat Hoek
h
sers es xisf plat fe, Roy E
• • -.if C:1-I orisCs.cd is nal riort1071
Kente.ky Laicc
c opmcf,t
r, ee Boat leek koi„!

Hi
• 'eei ,
L

9

Our most popular Ma

.....

F

Valentine s Day
Special

insurance mie ha*e

eie- By virtue of a :udgment and order of see: of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the January 11 Term thereof 1991. in the ahos e cause, for the sum of
ELEVEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY THREE AND Ohetio
LX)LLARS together with acerued interest thereon from the lest day of
sos ember. 1490. at the rate o1.91 '244 per annum until judgment and with interest
thereatter Lee legal rate until paid AND the sum of ONE THOt SAND FIVE
HI •N DR ED SEVENTY AND s5,100 IN )1 LARS together with acerued interest
Leer in from the first daa of Septemher. 1491 1, at the rate of 10% per annum unti!
Nee nem and with interest thereafter at the lawful rate until paid and its cross
therein I shall proemd to offer for sale a: the Court House door us the City of
.'slurri41.. Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 22nd day of
Fe enters.. 4
'
0!. at Noon, or thereabout. upon astute of thirty days at the rate of
per ennum, the following described property, to -wit
Ri.•.:17 , P1'10; at in iron stake on the %eels right of way of
Kline Boat Diek
••
Kentucky Lake Development Corporauon, the Southwest
L.ar,e! herein cons eed. thence North 3'07.(4- 2ret 47 feet t.)
iouft`. SI.1 " . 1 k
-EIS: ;5 51) feet to a stake. thence South /se' le
•ce:
d stair theme South '
41. 25 3e. East to a stake on the
• iv .rf K:eie
leek Roo!, theme west panalk' w Lh

Thefamily of I.C.
Henderson would
like to say thank
you to all the
friends and relatives who sent flowers,ca rds,for bringing food to the
house and for the
respect and • love
that was given and
shown at the funeral.
God bless each

Pam's Cake Hut

family group hospital

('I•290
Cale No. 90NOTICE OF SALE

I

•
Send a message
to your sweetheart
on a cake from

-Oh my! Cindy' This looks exquisite! .. And look,
Frank — it even has a cheeseball stutted in its
mouth'

..• ex./4?4K

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

WOOD for sale 753 9745
ACROSS
HySOn
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11
se

•
ee•--
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Hard work
Lid
Snare
Fairy tale
opener
13 veneration
14 That man
15 Busts,. clump
17 Simpler
19 Grain
21 Corded cloth
23 Buddy
24 Mormon
State
26 Conducted
28 Natalie
31 Peter 33 Farsehood
35 One of TV s
Goiden
Girls
3€ 'Mother
38 Traduces
41 Concerning
•IG
, River island
44 Moccasin

voa

CAN Fie
PeNeer ee

r---Ewe
-eweee

eLE'

ee.

•-•EPE

Pr

.

t

A

2

45 Spec*
47 Attract
49 School of
whales
51 Promise
54 Supplicate
56 At present
58 Armed
conflict
59 Waver
flinch
62 Spike
64 Proceed
65 TV s Vogoda
66 Carry
68 Retain
70 Make lace
7l Observes
72 Bitter vetch

Answer to Previous Puzzle
F A NISPAPE•ADO
.N.
O DE
PANE
G I
..
. . .
ARID
E DO
RO.M.E.
fst A.T:A • L
R.01111111
GEM
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S TREE
RE
R.D.
IIIIINA + L
A.SSE T
PEAR
L IME
ARE
. ..
O
PT
RADAR
ROW
. ..
•TIE
SPENT
E:T:E .

6.Frozen water
7
Year
8 Clothes.

1 Care for
medically
2 Babylonian
deity
3 Suitable
4 Pattern
5 Running

4
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15 16
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18 Vvoodworwer
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Be
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diem
11 Old pronoun
16 Alternative
word,
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HOUSE cleaning with ex
perience and references
Reasonable rates Cali
492 8561
WILL stay with small child
fen also elderly or sick
Have experience
436 2305
_
100
Business
Opportun Ity

DOWN

3

20

HOME ancrotfice cleaning
Dependable, 8yrs expen
ence References supplied
435 4146

UU

72

1

r 1991 Un ted Feature S ndicate

20 Hit lightly
22 Big-beaked
bird
25 Cut of meat
27 Excavate
29 Possessive
pronoun
30
Wallace
Stone
32 Short sleep
34 Terminate
36 irate
37 Ventilate
39 Fall behind
40 Seed
43 Writing pad
46 Haul
48 Damp
50 Burrowing
animals
52 Rants
53 Let fail
55 Obtains
57
Are the
World
Albert
59
'cartoon
character'
60 Arabian
garment
61 Fish eggs
'63 Piece out
67 Tellurium
symbol
69 Teutonic
deity

LEARN how to earn mo
ney My assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quickly For infor
mauve appointment phone
753 2607 or 753 1036

ANTIQUES by the piece or
'collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932
MARINA bait, tackles gas
etc 402 995 5545
USED and antique turn,
lure, glass tools quilts
901 642 6290

ATTENTION Collectors
approx 50 old 78 s records
4 to 6 records per album
set Make appointment to
see 436 2417 after 5prn
BABY crib and mattress
two sets of garage door
springs 759 4509

FOR SALE SPINET
CONSOLE PIANO BAR
GAIN Wanted Responsi
tile party to make low
monthly payments on
spinet console piano Can
be seen locally Call Mr
White at 1 800 327 3345
eat 101
OLD upright piano Good
condition needs tuning
753 9986 1 30 9pm
24r1
Miscellaneous
1983 OLDSMOBILE
diesel mahogany bed
frame typewriter cassette
tape recorder riding lawn
mower Call 753 4186 for
more information
BUFFALO adult $1295
Children $6 25 Sat Feb
9 5 8prn Buffalo Buffet,
KenLake State Resort
Park Mountammen pre
sentation of the era of the
buffalo For more inforrna
Don call 800-325 0143 or
502 474 2211
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now has coons and proof
set for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
Doris offer silver dollars and
petiof sots a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
any 31 We akso buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161

rit

A

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY It, 1991

Times

CLASSIFIEDS

exercise bike
and coffee
84

ens One fu
ens size 9,10
hite lace size
3

uum repair
hoses New
JUM cleaners
rig Goods 6th
laytield Days
nights

'RES %Ill •
r:s PA'se.
De Is Race
Y. char!, •
753 3488 at
th 753 3488

Inc..

set washer/
snt condition
,3 4200 '

sre
hinge

ustom made
s and drape
sires 32- wide
ivy, gold and
57

ruryprharai 1
mirror. night
11:1 bect $225white twin
2 peach bal
$40, full size
r headboard
in bike with
Is $15 30m
'CITIC stove,
'eon $75
e 5 30pm

sofa bed
753 4450 at
all day Sat

-- hair gun ca
ct.i desk

e waterbed
idboard hea
Limicals and
4359 after,

CONCRETE Pottery soy
oral items to choose from
Call Of see Roger Hudson
753 4545, 759 1823

Homes
For Sale

2BR duplex Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406

3 BEDROOM 2' bath In
level don new carpet gar
age privacy fence Owner
wants offers Coleman RE
753 9898

990
2BR duplex apartment in
sale, 99s sale! 990 sale! quiet residential neighbor
Country Remnants Illy hood near university Ideal
ekeett Draffenville, )4, for
couple or retired person
(next to Hunan/A, Marshall
$275'mo 753 8096 or
(ounty) Inam Spm. Morn- 753 2633
Sat
2BR duplex Westwood Dr
Dishwasher central H/A,
WOODEN storage build
washer/dryer hookup Re
$1095,
at
starts
8x16
ings
decorated Yard mowing
10x16 $142450, 12x24'
provided $350 759 4979
$2395 Other sizes avail
753 8859
able Acree Portable Build
irigs 502 247 7831
2 or 3BR duplex Central
HA appliances, washer/
dryer hookup deck fire
250
deposit
place $350/mo
Business
753 3940 after 5 30pm
Services
3BR family room Irving and
BUSINESS card special
dining room Central N/A,
1 000 one color ink busr
stove and refrigerator No
ness cards only $20 two pets 492 8634
color only $24 JHC Adver
tising & Supply, call DUPLEX with country at
mosphere 3br 2 bath car
759 1602
pet lots of marble and tile
PRIVATE Investigator with Private yard concrete
22 years aty and state in
driveway, wood deck Next
vestigation experience
to 121 By Pass Shown by
'Accident •Criminal •Civil appointment 753 9400 or
•Personal or Corporate 435 4214
•Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
Confidential Investigations, central HA appliances
furnished Very clean Col
(502)753 2641
amen RE 753 9898
SHARP copiers Author
FURNISHED 2br apart
ized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and ment with carport, central
KA 753 6609
rental units Local corn
i•ABMIC HAMCAVSS

pany Call 1 800 248 4319
WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for elec
tronic filing? Our prices
start at $20 001 Call Hodge,
Noel and Associates, the
income tax professionals at
753 6064 or 759 1425
NEW in Hopkinsville The
Magnolia Home Provides
home environment for
those needing limited as
slhtance and care This
thautiful and spacious
r,(11110 provides privacy assistance and companion
ship The Magnolia Home
is not a nursing home, yet
.re for its
provides h.
residents 502 5 6470

12x50 2 BEDROOM Call
753 4998

750 Pii:TTI,ng
16 Charles
Tritronic
t Al col

12x65 28R 2 bath washer/
dryer refrigerator with ice
maker. Great for room
mate Only $5600 Must
selll 759 9703 753 6425

Seasoned
delivered

Of stoide and
isoned and
ut to your or
I 474 8086

3C) for sale

for sale Also
436 2562
le 753 9745

teat

SPINET
IAN() BAR
d Responsi
) make low
iyments on
e piano Can
ally Call Mr
300 327 3345

piano Good
eeds tuning
V) 9pm

animus

)5 MOBILE
logany bed
reer, cassette
r riding lawn
753 4186 for
iDon

idult $1295
15 Sat Feb
utfalo Buffet,
tate Resort
ainrnen pre
he era of the
nore 'Morale
325 0143 or

ER S COINS
is and proof
it THE BOOK
ay, Dixieland
'ter OUT fine
is also avail
TREASURE
array (South
I Center) and
‹E ANTIQUE
!el All 3 loca
ar dollars and
ill line of U S
rign coins and
r Discounts
hrough Janu
so buy corns
ie estates

NEW 2br duplex Ap
seances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530

BY OWNER 3 bedroom 2
bath brick house on 5
acres Outside shop and
storage building Located 3
miles on blacktop road off
121 South Priced in the
80s Shown by appoint
ment only For more infor
matron, call 753 1746
CUSTOM built brick 2br
home with full basement
Low maintenance easy to
keep Attached carport plus
detached coragreshop
City water, city sewer, large
lot $35 000 Sound good?
It isl Call Kopperud Realty
753 1222
EXTREMELY well kept
waterfront home in Ke
niana 3 hors, 2 baths fire
place and greenhouse are
just some of the nice tea
tures $60's MLS 82512
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006

14x70 NORRIS home and
lot or sell separate 3 miles
east of Murray off Hwy 94
753 5786
1979 14x72 2BR 2 bath
mobile home Fox Mea
dows No down payment,
assume loan $1581mo
7S3-9736
24.48 3br 2 bath gas heat,
air, new carpet $7000
759 9308
MUST sell 1985 14x70
mobile home on rented lot
in Coach Estates 3br,
1s bath, unfurnished ex
c.ept stove and refrigerator,
well kept $10,200 or best
offer 759 1552

3BR 1*/, bath, gas heat
Near
university
$425/month plus deposit
753 3584

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
1901
12th

St.

LYNN Grove cedar house
2 or 3br 1 bath Wood or
electric heat $275rmo
382 2882
NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat central air Ap
seances, floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
RE 753 9898

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

SADDLES blankets, tan
dies reins Call or see Ro
ger Hudson 753 4545
759 1823
380

300

Pets
Supplies

Business
Rentals
complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heat/air,
ample parking, security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 or 753 3372
TWO office suite
Maple 753 8964

500

310
Want
To Rant
WANTED to rent private
trailer lot 753 9962 after
2pm

142BR nicely furnished
"near MSU campus
753 6111 or 753 0606 after
5 30pm
1BR apartment on Hwy
280 Tastefully decorated
Water furnished Depose
No pets $240/per month
753 8848 before 8prn
1BR upstairs apartment,
stove and refrigerator lion
'shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm
2 BEDROOM 1 car garage
$275/mo upstairs 1602
Main St 762 2025
2BR house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109
2BR central H/A, stove and
refrigerator No pets
492 8634

1985 CHEVROLET Sitver
ado pickup 753 9840

Services
()eared

1988 MONTEREY run
about loaded 753 3682
759 4884

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system rime ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
emates 759 1683

STEWART S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236

HOUSEBOAT good condi
bon 32ftirlOtt 100hp Eves
rude complete kitchen
toilet and shower, sleeps 4
$3800 4365811
NEW 1989 Crappie CfUisOf
pontoon bass bottom boat
753 8636

ANY remodeling building
pameng & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4C32

18hp EVINRUDE 14ft Jon
boat and trailer Asking
$750 Call or see Roger
Hudson 753 4545,
759 1823

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
phance Works 753 2455

1986 CHALLENGER 1986
75hp Mercury engine Fully
loaded bass boat Must
sell' $5500 0130 753 0834
after 5pm

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years expert
ence Bobby Hopper
436 5848

britI,
irdui

r.ini Ti in Ki.,1 ar. .1
ti
ST% Mol
nvr
51 11 °Adair Dr
1
iir
11-TIS
:`,; ST,

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

1989 QUAD Racer Suzuki
500 4 wheeler Excellent
condition Rode little
$2700 753 1356

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block fram MSU
dorms

Applications will be taken tram February 7
- February 12 at the Employment Services Office, 319 S. 7th Street. Mayfield,Kentucky between the hours of 8.00 a.m
and 4 30 p.m.
EEOC AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

30 cult, stainless steel 2-door freezer; 3'x4.
stainless steel countirtop refrigerator, stainless•
steel dishwasher tables; 3 compartment sink & mop
sink; commercial slicer;'2 Panasonic commercial
microwaves; ice machine; 3'x1 gas charcoal grill,
4 burner commercial gas range w/oven; two-5 gal
gas deep fryers; hood & exhaust system; overhead
sprinkler fire ext system: tables & chairs, all in
excellent condition & recently used. Ale misc
cooking and serving pieces

We represent several top rated r omparnes

to give you the best possible rates, ben
efits, and semi e
- MAJOR MEDICAT.
IN11-2.ANCE

4

r;rnpanv-s

7

sl:PP:,EMENT

ROGER Hudson rock haul
irig gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763 759 1823

'RSING d()ME :NSURAN( E

1, alr.pdr.ies

(. AN( ER INS',:RAN( E
comparue-,

Al,CDENT INY:R.AN(2E

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petaive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main..
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 12101212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
irig, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251

111•
•

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

ROCKY COLSON Horne
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

G W CONSTRUCTION
Qerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

—41041111.111

.753-7522

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercral continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tons Call Sears 7512310
for tree estimate

ti,44414.
•

RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642

JR+ TA ,J)44)To'
7S3 SSMC,
.11011.11.

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724

•Four years of successful professional
selling and credit analysis experience

•Drop by 8 see our showroom

MAGS Errand Service of
fors housesittang grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

LINDA'S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently sending
the Murray area 436 2270

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
Don and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

•B.S. Degree in Business, Agriculture, or
related field OR

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential.tfast
courteous and etfi'aera
vice 759 1835

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

Position Opening for

CUSTOM KlICHEN CAB4NE 1S
CUSTOM WOOCMORKING

419

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns, 7-4,
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
ASSOCIATION

•

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery, Murray 436 5560

Don and AC 753 0318

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

(-MN ('him chimney
`sweeps has 10% senior cm
Aen discounts We sell churl
ALPHA Builders Carper ney caps and screens
try, remodeling porches 435 4191
roofing, concrete, drive COMPLETE home repair
ways, painting, mainte Carpentry electric and
nance etc Free estimates plumbing also appliance
489 2303
repair Including rehigera

•Salary commensurate with education
and experience

ittlr.A.1 BIOME ,(iREAT
1.(W,ATB041!
3 h0J 2h4

HOUSE CLEANING 5yrs
professional cleaning ex
perience Your home
cleaned the way you like it
436 2767 or 436 5842 ask
for Beclyn Cleaning

BUILDER new homes
garages additions remod
eling framing decks pa
Dos solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

•Position located in Murray. .Kentucky

NEW and used tees Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

Livestock
Supphes

Mobilo
Homes For Rent

1984 NISSAN pickup AM/
FM, A/C. excellent condi
High mileage
lion
753 6125

Smices
Offered

INSLRANCE

(ompanif-,

ANNITI1ES

4 (ornpanirc

I'lease call us t
next t uric von] need an'.''it
the above Insurance Over 2,000 people
already have their insuranr e with us and
we apprer tars
r business

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky
Our 29th year of service"

,
v
Life..,
,
,
.,
Your
of
Sweetheart
;Thrill
-the
v
vv
With their picture and a special message in the paper on Valentine's Day!
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1980 CHEVY Luv truck
Runs needs some motor
work, body good condition
long bed 43e 2417 after
5pm

Services
Offered

'Agricultural knowledge and background
required

38R 2 bath brick 209 S
15th Murray 753 4074
3BR house sale or rent
Available Feb 8 $250/mo
plus deposit No pets
759 1894 or 759 4641 Wil
ham Schindler

1978 SILVERADO 72,300
miles Must see to appreci
ate $4000 753 3230 after
5pm

Boats
& Motors

LOAN OFFICER

Houses
For Rent
2 BEDROOM house 12
miles from Murray on East
94 $200/month plus depots'
Sit 1 354 6729

965 FORD F100 has new
exhaust system plus many
new parts nearly new tires
and a new rebuilt transmis
sion Must se& 753 9782

STARTER home 2br brick
next to East Elementary
School $30,000 with
owner financing at 11%
with $300 month payment
10% down 753 8848 be
fore apm

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin. Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

MEE

erriale Sete
753 7413 at.

rood

LEASE Clean smirs'far
apartment edith ap
phances Close to post of
toe, park, college Avail
able immediately $190 per
month 489 2741

3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet, paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sort 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759 1233

340

270
mint

28R duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759 4406

San

530

Ape/townie
Foe Rent

_Miscellaneous

Murray Ledger 81 Times

450

120

240

PAGE 13

AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha s
Poodles, many more
615 746 5355
AKC Rottweiler puppies
502 677 2971
AKC registered Siberian
Husky puppies Blue eyes,
red/white and black/white,
male and female Call
492 8561
HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified trainers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
MINIATURE Schnauzer
puppy Black, male housebroken Will hold for Valentines 901 479 2472

490
Used
Cars
1979 FORD LTD new tires,
new muffler system, pse,
air, local car $800
753 2486 after 5pm
1979 OLDS Cutlass
Broughm P/W, white letter
tees $1900 Call 753 7146
leave message
1980 CHEVROLET Ca
price Yellow, clean well
maintained all power
$2000 firm 759 1337
1980 PONTIAC Grand
Prix Good condition
753 6015
1984 CHEVROLET Impala
4 door V8 $1550
753 6215
1985 TOYOTA Celica GT
one owner 70K miles
759 1401
loaded
759 1515
1986 MAZDA 323 Good
condition
$3300
489 2741
1986 TOYOTA van excel
lent family car $5000
753 9295 after 5pm

330
Reel
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale Broughm Excel
lent condition loaded with
equipment 85 000 plus
miles 86750 Call after
3pm 753 5211
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Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines (no more
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelope for the return of the
original photo.
Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.
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1988 PONTIAC 6000 red 4
door pb/ps air AM FM
stereo 753 5216

1989 FIREBIRD blue
21xxx miles excellent con
dibon Extended warranty
Serious inquiries only
753 4286

1 2
le

Happy
Valentine's Itt.
Day to a real Ninja .'
Turtle.
E
Your Big Sis, ro,?
Kort t
i
A4

II
1,

LAKE Property 3 joining
lots 12x50 trailer, 10x40 1989 CHEVY Cavalier no
trailer
753 9610, down payment Assume
loan $180?mo 753 9736
753 5499
SELL your real estate at
auction tie easy way Con.
tact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne W4
son 753 3263
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SBDC schedules
conference

Stock Market
Report

"Small Business and Tounsm in the
1990s," a conference sponsored by
the Small Business Development
Center at Murray State University,
will be conducted Feb. 27-28.
Industrial Average .....-...-- +1.74
The conference will be coordinated
Previous Close ______-.-. 2$10.64
Air Products.....__._.__.59% • 'is ? by representatives of Western Ken( A.T.C•Clasa A ---.-31/411 Wi4A
tucky Regional Tourism agencies and
.) AT&T
Se. • I.
will be held in the Cums Center on the
Haas or Murray ......--.-.--.1508 ) Murray State campus.
Bell south .______........521/. • 1/1
The conference is designed to ben
\ Briggs & Stratioa........ 2fris • $4
small businesses which support
efit
1 Chrysler..--....---...-.11sis • 'A
industry in western Kentourism
the
• '14
r CSX Corp ._.37tucky. Seminar topics which will be
' Dean Foods....-.-......--42'4 + sr&
offered during the conference include
Dollar Gen. Slott .-.-.VtaB 115laA
business financing, marketing and
:Ertoe •-••••---•-•--....--.53'is - sis .1
; Ford
advertising, hospitality, successful
General Motors ---.--3Ts
... "1.
4 j business stones and a panel discussion on tourfsrn.
Goodyear
In. • 2'4
Local and regional business profes111.M.
-12VA +
sionals will be guest speakers and
IngersoN Itand..--._.--.441A •
seminar hosts for the event.
,K Mart
'
The fix for the conference is S4'
K.
20k. 'is
received
before Fnday. Feb. 15
1i:roger
one.
S45 if received after Feb. 15 The :„
L &
Energies ........_ 311's.,,s 1
includes all meals, breaks and con:
McDonald.
2V enc. •
cnce materials. Registration mater..;
JCPenney....................52':. 's ,
Quaker Oats .................52'. • I I
should be sent to the Small Busines
Deselopment Center, Murray Stale
Tneh
il's .
ap•
)
University. Murtay. ia 4207
..... ...................61
I
I Time- Narner .........
L ST.
40'.
tcl
Nal-Mart
charges
Nooluorth
_33
A Marray mar was extrad,clesi
veld............6.93
'rorn Texas on forgery charges on
Jan 9. according to a report from
•
the Murray Police Department.,
Danny Hamlet. of 308 N Fifth
Street. was arrested on assualt
charges on New Year's Eve in Dal :as. Texas. according to the report
Unon. turther invest anon,
.: that Hamlet as also
Murray on four c
of
second degree forgery, police s d
Hamlet reportedly stole, forged
and cashed four checks owned by
his brother. Charlie Hamlet. police
`,....,
Vs, Of t ''I": I stment
'
I 2s•
said
. ts LI014
Harrile: .1s lodged in the Calloway Coc'
a $I5 ..NU Nr„-j
police sa

Civitan honor

OBffUAR1ES
Seth Andrew Jennings

Prices as of 10 00 AM

Services for Seth Andrew Jennings were today at I I a.m. in the
chapel of 1.11. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Lynn Mayall officiated.
Music was by Pam Trcas, soloist,
and April Mack, organist.
Pallbearers were Richard Wright
and rrevi Isaacs. Burial was in
Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
The infant son, six weeks, died
Wednesday morning at Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. His
death followed heart surgery.
He is survived by his parents,

The Feb. 7 meeting of the Murray Cisitan Club gase special honors to
the preachers in our community as a part of Cisitan International's
Annual Clergy %clic. There were .15 preacher guests in attendance.
Dr. Ronald Kurth, president of Murray State l:nisersity, discussed
the salue of and effort necessary to maintain personal and public
freedoms. Much like the motto of New Hampshire, "Use Free or
Die." Pictured are Dr. Kurth, Dr. Willis Johnson, Cis itian presidentelect and Mrs. Charlene Kurth. Ruth Mills was the Silber Dollar Person, Murray Cisitan will meet nest on Feb. 21 to plan for their Annual Pancake Day.

Murray man faces
forgery

A giving hand

4,,, .••• and •-4.3•••••

i • Tar
,
toi v•r1 .,

Final rites for Leon Boyd are
today at I p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Glynn Orr is officiating.
Mrs. Oneida Boyd is organist and
solm st.
Pulbearers are Bobby Boyd,
Tony Wade, president of Lamda Chi Alpha social fraternity at Mur.
ray State I. nisersity and sice-president, Rob Nash, presented Kathit
Gentry of Need Line with a check for $545, Thursday afternoon. TN
donation was raised by the group through Fun Run, a 5 kilometer run
sponsored by the fraternity to help families of Calloway County to
meet immediate emergency needs. I.ambda Chi Alpha has iiintinued
to support Needline through the years.

A. - •

P

i

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE

Patton pledges support
at Paducah conference

,A,

.. VITH AN, DINNER C--

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Otter Good Thru Feb. 11.

In a press conference at the
McCracken County Courthouse or
Thursday, Paul Patton, candidate
for lieutenant governor said. "1 am
•here in McCracken County to
pledge my support to the people of
Paducah and the Purchase ,Area.
My pledge to you is that as your
next lieutenant governor. I will do
all that I can to see that the Avlis
technology is brought to the Martin
Marietta Energy Systems plant and
that we do not lose any jobs.
"Senator Ford is a long time
friend and associate and is chairman of the senate sub-committee
on energy research. as well as just
being elected senate majority whip.
Today I have sent him a letter
pledging my support to work very.
close.:y with him and the next governor to make sure this important
issue is not ignored.
The loss of 15(X) jobs and over.
Sqi million in annual payroll
.aould he detrimental to the e. co7,orny of McCracken County and
Inc entire Purchase Area.
.7'In Pike County. where 1 am in
my third term as County Judge-

=

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Parts

Preston Barrett
641 South

753-2617

FRE
E
Cool Twist Cone
iono!r:

or Big Cookie
Treat with
this coupon

Walter's Pharmacy
"

i-.xecutive,I recruited a cookie lac •
." •-• employ up to. I.(X)i)
,
. I..La the devastating
effect tnat this factory closing its
doors would have on my region.
This candidate knows the value of
jobs to a community,
"That is why 1 am running for
lieutenant governor. To help local
communities retain the Jobs that are
there and recruit new Johs for
future generations.
"As I stated in my announcemeht
speech. This job is about jobs. It is
about Kentuckians and their families having a good job in their
home communities, and has ing the
education, training and the skilk
that it takes to do that job. This
important issue Of jobs rin.st be
dealt with now.
"That is why I want to he
lieutenant governor. Not only for
future economic development. hut
because our first priority must be
to keep the jobs that we already
have. We must fight to keep industry from leaving Kentucky.
"As lieutenant governor, 1 v.:II
help to retain and recruit business
for our state. I will he knocking on
doors of industry and the doors of
public officials saying. I'm the
lieutenant governor of Kentucky.
Let's talk business. And when I
talk business. That means iohs for
Kentuckians." ,

Mehr

when ym use
anY coupon below.

harded
tizsded •
•

V

Side Salad

Reg. Roast Beef or
Hot Ham'N'Cheese Sandwich

Onl)
.81
39

Vizativek

Vtattietzi

Grilled Chicken Supreme

Turkey Supreme SanchNich

30eOFF

0.159
•

ter, Mrs. Evelyn Barrow, Centralia.
III.: four brothers, Gene Barrow
and Floyd Barrow, Puryear, Tenn.,
Leon Barrow, New Providence, and
Ray Barrow, Buchanan. Tenn.; four
grandchildren.
Services will be Saturday at 2:30
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. James
Lowrie will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Mike Barrow,
Robin Barrow, Tony Barrow, Tommy Barrow. Steve Barrow and
Wade Barrow.
Burial .will follow. in Walker
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home until 8:30 p.m. tonight (Friday) and after 9 a.m. Saturday.

Sealed tn....dings. in which
s. -,.utated Only through heabng and
• conditioning systems, often can
promote illness if they circulate
chemicals, germs, or contarni%ated air If the circulation systems
are not cleaned on a regular basis,
mold or bactena may cluster in
damp areas Chemicals produced
by copying machines, pesbades
adhesives and veservatives in fur
niture and intenor decorabons, and
tobacco may circulate conbnuously
in 5ealed buildings Common symptoms skittered by people in 'sick"
buildings are headaches, dimness
and respiratory problems. - Red
book (April)
519 S. 12th • 753-7688
We accept Blue Cross Blue Shield
PCS and cifkers

Donnie Boyd, Wesley Russell,
Phillip Darnell, Larry Crouse and
Rodney Black. Burial will follow
in Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Boyd, 78, Rt. 3, Murray.
died Wednesday at 8:26 am. at
West View Nursing Home.

Agriculture Committee selects
Hopkins to continue as vice-chair
W AS I i i NO I ON - Members of
We [louse Agnculture Committee
l'hursday unanimously selected U.S.
Rep Larry J. Hopkins of Kentucky to
iont.nue serving as vice-chairman of
the tobacco subcommittee during the
:irst meeting of the farm panel in the
:02nd Congress.
Rep. Hopkins also will _serve as a
senior member of the subcommittee
In livestock, dairy and poultry',
• These two subcommittee assignments a- llow me to focus on the
cornerstones of Kentucky's farm economy. All of them, including our
perpetually troubled tobacco industry. have tremendous growth potential
that can improve substantially the net
Income picture for our farm families.Hopkins ;aid. "I am grateful to my
colieagues for their confidence and
for the support they have given me in
• T.!, advocacy of Kentucky agriculture.
iking ahead the committee has a
lull agenda with oversight responsibilities on regulations implementing
We 1990 Farm Bill, the Burley Tobacco Reform Bill and enhancing the
economic conditions in rural
America.
-Though the budget remains tight
these issues are important to Kentucky. so I will be working closely
with the USDA and members of the
agriculture committee to see agncultune through any difficulty' in the days
ahead,- Hopkins said.
The committee may have to take a
second look at its organization because of the President's selection of
ranking committee member Ed Madigan(R IL)as Secretary of the Department of Agriculture.
"I am pleased with the President's
selection of Ed Madigan. I have
worked 4.,th Ed for more '.than 12

years and know him as a personal
friend, as well as a friend to Kentucky
agriculture and rural America."
Hopkins concluded.
Hopkins has been a member of the
House Committee on Agriculture
since 1978 and a senior member of the
tobacco. subcommittee since 1981.

Bunning named
to House Ethics
Committee
WASHINGTON (AP) ---- U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning. R -4th District.
has been named to the House Ethics Committee, a panel that investigates unethical conduct by members of • Congress.
House Minority Leader Rep. Bob
Michel, R -III., announced the
appointment Wednesday.
Bunning said he volunteered to
serve on the 14-member Ethics
Committee after meeting with several other Republican members.
"There are those who will tell
you that I won't be the most popu•
lar guy in Congress for the next
two years," he said. "But it's the
right thing to do."

HOG MARKET
Federal-SLAW Market 'WW1 Sef WW1 Febriary S, 1 991
Kentucky Purdy's, Aro flog Markel Report Includes 4
Buying Muttons Receipts: Act 492,Lk 375 Barmen & Gilts
steady .541 httyher, Soak ONO
LS 1.2 23$.2SI Ube
14,0.041-5651
I'S ii 211.231 lbs
-Se KO 54
LS 2-3 2.311260 b.
$.194111.511.641
IS 3-4 2141.2/1
1111-49.61
Sous
_417 On 19 111
IS 1.2 ram Da
IS 1-3 3111-4411 toe
$111611 11
-51111-4111
IS 1.3 401525 lbs
$41 141-41.31
US 1-3 525 and up
SIC41-37 SI
LS 2-3 3111541 Int

5.34.61-27.•

TUCK'S DISCOUNT PANELING

• Mr

Hwy. 45 S. • marlin, TN • 901-587-3000
"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
PRICES GOOD THRU FEBRUARY 28, 1991
Located On Hwy. 45 S. - One Mile South of Downtown Martin

'Sick Buildings Make
Sick People:

Nauman

Robert Ervin Barrow, 66, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn., died Wednesday at
Madison County General Hospital,
Jackson, Tenn.
He was retired from Paris Manufacturing Co. and was a member of
Ifico Church of Christ.
Born June 8, 1924, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son of
Minnie Noel Barrow and the late
George W. Barrow.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Manzie Elizabeth (Beth) Mathis
Barrow, to whom he was married
on Aug. 28, 1944; two sons, James
N Barrow. Reagan. Tenn., and
Mike Barrow, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., his mother, Mrs. Minnie
Barrow. New Providence; one sis-

Leon Boyd

.11-0-HILLIARD
LYONS

••••••••..•••• •••.• • .o f•

Willie and Artie Jennings, Bardwell, and Charles and Agatha Stigall, Bardwell; one aunt, Maria
Jennings, Rt. g, Murray; two
uncles, Matt Jennings and Bryan
Burgess, Kirksey.

Robert Ervin Barrow

Sft

1

Mr. and Mrs. Jennings, 205 North
Sixth St., Murray; grandparents,
Steve and Shirley Burgess, Rt. 1,
Kirkscy, and Charlie and Bonita
Jennings, Rt. 8, Murray; greatgrandparents, Sylvia Fifer and Paul
and Peggy Morgan, Paducah,
Hubert and Clara Bat/ell, Murray,

SPRING SPRUCE-UP SALE
BATH/ DOORS
PANELING
5'32
' $2.50 n. .n'
PLUMBING
36' Pane
14
$4.99
•
•
SUPPLIES
•
,
7,NEW
SHIPMENT

WALLPAPER
Double

Borders

$1.99 & up
$3.50 & up

Closet
Organizer

White

White Commode
$35.00
Bath Vanities
AI/Marble Top $27.00 & Jo
4' Lavatory Faucet
TBA 15 Yr Warranty $18.99

FLOOR COVERING
$2.99 so yd & up
Treated Lumber tor
Patios and Decks

Vinyl Coated

$18.99
$20.99

Do-It-Yourself

:

1.1:1417
L. I

SMwi
eta
ng
Nel iw
n7
SPir aiPUtirrnli
oetnD
$to
8ors
9.00
5'x6'8'
$399
9'x6'8'
$575 & up
Visit Our Showroom To
See Our Large Selection
01 Leaded Glass Doors

BUILDING SUPPLIES
1/4 Chipboard
$4.39
7/16 Chipboard
$5.25
3/4 Chipboard
$9.99
3/8' Wood Siding
$7.59
kAasonite Siding
$8.99
Vinyl Siding
(White)
$44.00 sq

1

